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A music festival for all ages

Bukhu (top right) was a star attraction while Rose and Abigail
(bottom right) also enjoyed their time of fun in the sun.
More pictures from the 2013 festival on pages 3 and 11
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This power packed community
One of the more significant changes in
the infrastructure serving Kangaroo
Valley has been the much anticipated
installation of the sewerage collection
and treatment plant.
Long under consideration but constructed
within a surprisingly short time frame and a
minimum of disruption for residents, the
scheme will be officially opened by the NSW
Minister for Primary Industries, the Hon
Katrina Hodgkinson MP, on Monday
November 18, 2013.
Operating now for some months without any
apparent hitches it would appear that the
Valley has been supplied with a state of the
art service, and one which has some
provision for extension to a couple of
currently proposed land subdivisions, located
one either side of the bridge.
There has been a such a positive reception to
the concept of using our public buildings for
installation of solar panels (see page 16 this
issue re the Ambulance complex) that there
are now other sites under investigation as a
continuance of that project.
With the recent horror of rampaging
bushfires on the Southern Highlands and the
Blue Mountains focusing people’s attention
on the situation in relation to the valley, the
question of adequate provision for the
continued availability of water to the village
area has been promoted by those concerned
with a complete “be prepared approach”.
Previous discussions with Shoalhaven
Council by a number of citizens worried
about the conflux of a sudden and sustained
demand for water by residents using
domestic hoses and the probable loss of
electric power, presents a real risk that the
town supply tank would soon be emptied.
The Council (or least some officers) have
assured the enquirers that a portable
generator would be sent from Nowra.
That is no reassurance if a fire closes the
Cambewarra Mountain access and/or
Kangaroo Valley Road and Wattamolla

Letters to the Editor
All letters must be signed by
the writer and give both
business and home phone
numbers so letters can be
verified if necessary.
The writer’s name will be
published with the letter.
Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577
Or
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Road. To be on top of situation before it gets
really serious must be the answer.
The Valley could have a standing generator
linked to the Bendeela pondage (the source of
our current supply) ready for switching on as
soon as the power supply goes down.
The Voice is to pursue this question further.
One of the annual highlights of valley life is
the Folk Festival and so it has been proved
again in spite of same day competition from a
new event in Nowra.
The program was an exceptional offering and
the response from festival goers was more
than a pleasing increase on last year’s figures.
The weather was benign, the festival
arrangements were well planned and
efficiently run while the clean up was
completed with dispatch, all of which was a
credit to the organisers.
A pleasing highlight for the Voice in the past
month was the response and enthusiasm by
the pupils of the Public School for the naming
of the rare triplet miniature goats. Full details
are on page 7 and we would like to thank
David and Amanda Gazzard of The Nostalgia
Factory for their generous participation.
Another cultural experience (which could
only happen in the Valley) was the “Not the
Buster Keaton Silent Movie Show” reviewed
rather impartially by the promoter on page 9,
and as usual the evening was a stunning
entrepreneurial tour de force. More please.
We are pleased to provide some history based
stories this month to complement our regular
topical features from all parts of the globe
including a thank you to the valley from a
recent German visitor who quickly became
part of the tourism scene.
New happenings are an agricultural field day
(page 20) and a return to a late night
shopping event on December 6 (see back
page and page 19), while the Friendly Inn
Village Garden continues its progress on
several fronts (page 13).
There is much more of interest in this issue
and we commend it to you.
Carl Leddy
The Editor

One change not for the better
This is a copy of a self explanatory letter
from Councillor Watson to the General
Manager of Shoalhaven City Council
SUBJECT: Councillor Report Local
Government Conference
The 2013 Local Government Conference
was the first conference held under the new
structure which brought together the old
Local Government Association of New
South Wales and the Shires Association of
(Continued on page 4)
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Totally Gourdgeous is always a favourite with Valley audiences and this year was no exception. They always present an energetic performance.
The festival
featured an
amazing variety
of instruments
and performers
from The Voice
discovery
Danny Ross
(left ) to
acapella
groups (one of
those lower
right), piccolo
players,
Superman alter
egos, young
guitarists,
below right)
and the
Battlers Ballad
(below left).
More than 50
acts took part.

Local ukulele band the Kangaleles had the audience tapping their feet and enjoying a sing-along repertoire spanning one hundred years of music
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Letters to the Editor (continued)
(Continued from page 2)

New South Wales.
Over the years I would have attended more
than 20 Local Government Association
Conferences as a voting delegate representing
our Council and I must say that this
conference was the most disappointing I have
ever attended particularly in respect of the
ability of member councils to effectively
present their issues affecting their residents
for consideration of the conference.
Under the new structure the executive has
now become an all-powerful board and
appears at this early stage to have adopted "a
born to rule" attitude in respect of how they
deal with issues facing Local Government in
New South Wales
Member councils were invited to submit
motions for consideration at the conference,
which has been the standard format of how
the associations conferences were run over the
past 100 years, this gave the opportunity for
councils to bring forward matters to be
considered by the combined membership of
the conference, and have the issues debated,
and if carried implemented by the executive.
Without any imprimatur from the member
councils all motions submitted by member
councils were discarded and allegedly dealt
with in some other manner by the new allpowerful board of directors.
The consideration of motions was replaced by
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doctored board recommendations which
were almost impossible to change because
of the attitude of some of the rotating
chairpersons, who gagged debate, turned
microphones off preventing delegates
raising points of procedural order or moving
amendments.
One of the farcical situations was a
presentation to conference of the new
Standing Orders on which the voting
delegates were asked to vote, when I
endeavour to amend the standing orders to
allow for a section of the conference to deal
with motions from individual councils I was
ruled out of order, the microphone turned
off which prevented further discussion on
the matter, (this was significant because in a
large hall like the town hall an individual
voice cannot be heard without
amplification) eventually the voting
delegates were told that we could not
change the standing orders as the board had
already had them registered, the process to
change the standing orders would require a
notice of motion submitted prior to the
conference with the prescribed lead in time.
Instead of considering the core issues
concerning individual councils conference
was primarily made up with the doctored
motion submitted by the board, guest
speakers who spoke on interesting topics
and not the core issues affecting our
councils and their constituents.
RECOMMENDED;
(A). That Shoalhaven City Council make
strenuous representations to the Board of
Local Government New South Wales
objecting to the following;
1. The farcical situation of presenting
standing orders for adoption by the
conference when they had already been
registered preventing any amendment by the
conference itself.

Your new
Liberal
member for
the seat of
Gilmore

2. The dictatorial attitude adopted by some
of the rotating chairpersons who frequently
refused to accept amendments and points of
order.
3. The prevention of reasonable debate and
discussion by the overuse of the microphone
switch when the chairperson didn't want to
hear the argument.
4. The elimination of Council motions from
the meeting agenda preventing discussions
on important issues affecting individual
member councils.
(B) that Council indicate to the Board of
Local Government New South Wales that
unless significant changes were made in the
way the conferences are run as well is a
change in the attitude of the chairpersons
our Council will consider withdrawing from
read this Local Government New South
Wales.
Greg Watson
Russ,
Will you consider this recommendation as a
Notice of Motion and submit it to the next
Ordinary Meeting of Council please.
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The Editor

Curry for a cause
What started as a smallish dinner party to
raise funds for two great causes became a
very special night of Kangaroo Valley
cooperation.
A chat over coffee evolved into a spectacular
opening night for Toni and Rob Moran’s River
Estate.
80 dinner guests enjoyed a feast of delicious
curry meals, prepared onsite by a team of
cooks under Toni’s watchful eye.
Thanks to all who bought tickets, and trusted
in us to deliver.
Cathy Gorman, Lucinda Wilson and I are in
awe of the master chefs in our valley and
beyond and, although no strangers to hosting a
dinner party, we have a whole new respect for
catering and restaurant management.
The night began with tasty appetizers
prepared, seemingly from nowhere, by Toni,
as dinner guests located their tables.
Jeremy Butterworth reminded us what a
special talent he has for entertainment,
strumming and singing in the background.
As the various dishes were served, the waiting
staff worked as though they were a regular
restaurant team, many thanks to Branden,
Jaryd and Kyle Moran, Jen and Katie
Williams.
The final tally was $2830 raised, split 50/50
between Noah’s Ark and Trek for Timor.
There were many donations which enabled us
to raise this total.
Special thanks to the following supporters:
An anonymous donation of $500 dollars to
cover our food costs
Liz Aitken
Norris Ingrisch and Vittoria Borazio
Victoria and Jeff Levey
Peter Botsman
Andrew Fitzsimons
Rachelle Cove Floral concepts
Wendy and Cooch Allan
Vicki Barger,
and to the team in the kitchen without whom
the event could not have run:
Intan Kallus, Toni Moran, Helen Nickell
Deb Folkard, Wendy Allan, .
Nell Britton, Cathy Gorman,
Lucinda Wilson
Cath, Lucinda and I would like to wish Toni
and Rob Moran and family our best wishes for
their new River Estate function centre.
Alison Baker
The Editor

Due credit where it’s due please!
I suspect a little bit of chivalry occurred with
claims that Peter Stanton was the oldest 50km
walker in the recent Trek for Timor.
Peter has many admirable qualities, but on
age, he can’t pip me, no matter how hard he
tries.
I claim the title of the oldest 50km Trekker!
Rosemary Stanton
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The Tale of Sewer Sally
Editor’s note: One of the highlights of the Folk
Festival each year are the Poet’s breakfasts.
This year there was resounding applause and
appreciation for this poem by Bruce Latham (who
delivered the piece in his usual enthusiastic and
entertaining fashion).
I’ve a coloured tale to tell…I’d say its yellow,
brown and blue
Its got toilet humour and nudity, yet …most of it is
true!
The star of this said story, is a valley girl by name.
Sewer Sally, from the Valley, and this her claim to
fame.
Now before I start, let’s set the scene. We had some
money in the bank.
So we built a house with everything…except a
septic tank.
You see, at the time of planning, some great news
had come to hand
The sewerage was a comin’ to this historically
septic land.
“Who needs a septic tank?” we said, for the timing
was precise
We’ll build the house, save thirty grand, and get the
sewer on…how nice!
But the sewer team rolled into town and despite
their “best’est” go
Nothing seemed to go to plan and what happened…
happened slow!
So that you see, is how we came, to a house with no
bath or dunny
And where the tale of Sewer Sally starts…that I
hope you’ll agree is funny.
Oh… and by the way, I forgot to say…there’s one
more complication
A newborn son, not three months done… to add to
the equation.
Sally’s first adventures were around nature’s
urgent call
Sometimes there was some warning, and well…
other times none at all
You see we didn’t have a toilet…and so a journey
was undertaken
Sometimes to” Jing Jo” across the road…other
times the Ambo Station
Imagine you are home alone, just dressed in your
pyjamas
And your digestive system… decides to cause you
dramas!
Find your shoes, get the keys, grab your phone…
you’ll make it maybe
Get out door and to the car…crap…what about the
baby?
Wake him up, grab his bag, he crying and feeling
crappy
You reckon you’ve got 5 more minutes, before it’s
you that needs that nappy
Baby sorted, car starts quick by god it’s hard to sit
Driving now at 60 k’s trying your “best’est” not to
… (lose your temper)
Someone beats you to the bridge…there’s nothing
but to wait
You squeeze your thighs and wriggle some…hoping
it’s not too bloody late
You reach the goddam Ambo Station and burst forth
from the car
And the world is woken 30 seconds later… by a
long sustained…”Ahhhhhhhhhhh”
Sally’s next adventures began with our humble
shower tent
It was quite an innovation, as far as these things
went.
A tent and palette provided privacy. Warm water
through a pump.
Perfect… if not for a thousand guy wires and
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severely lopsided slump.
For days Sally avoided the thing…but alas there
was submission.
With personal hygiene a priority… and a shower
the “must do“ mission.
Under cover of darkness to the tent she went, in
the deepest dead of night…
And had a decent shower she thought…”Hey...this
shower thing’s alright!”
Now, despite her careful choice of time, the next
door neighbours were about.
Entertaining on their nearby deck, when they
heard an awful shout.
You see, as Sal stepped carefully, from that
lopsided shower tent,
She mis-stepped and snagged a guy wire …
and ...literally ass over tit she went.
Straight onto the open dirt, within neighbour line
of sight.
But thankfully they were blinded by…the shine of
two full moons that night.
You don’t have to be Nostradamus, or psychic of
any bent…
To guess how many more visits Sal made… to our
lopsided shower tent.
At this point, to be clear, no KV house was yet
connected
To the little tank, buried in their yard…or so we
all expected
But as our house was being built an error had
been made
The line between our house and tank had
apparently been laid.
It was summer you see, and the port-a-loo, in
which construction had invested
Was sixty five degrees inside, and thickly fly
infested.
What you lost in 30 seconds of steadfast urination
Was less than half of what you lost from drenching
perspiration
So the workers took opportunity to use real toilets
on the low
Not realising that what went in… had nowhere yet
to go
So when the Sewer people came around, to test
out little tank
They flipped the lid and all fell over…the smell
was truly rank
But it proved our little sewer system, was ready
for commission
All we needed was a sewerage plant and the
authorities’ permission
It was from this point that Sewer Sally, laboured
long and hard
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To be first on the
sewer system…
she played the
baby card!
It wasn’t too long
after this, when
the sewer people
came by again
Saw a baby, mass
of washing
buckets…and that
bloody shower
tent
“Surely you’re
not using that!”
they pointed to
the shower,
“We’ll fix it so
you can bath inside and use the sinks within the
hour.
So long as you use no toilets, let it overflow onto the
grass.
And as soon as our Sewerage plant is done, you’ll
get the golden pass”.
So on the 4th of June they came with champagne
and glass in hand
To our door, to turn the sewer on…we were first to
“Sewer Land”
“Now work it hard and don’t hold back…we’ve got
to test the beast”
And at the time, all did work fine…well at our end it
did at least
But at their plant there was an issue…and no-one
else could go online
So for the next two weeks everything they tested…
was from Sewer Sal’s behind
A little disconcerting…these matters normally are
hushed
You like to think there’s anonymity, once those like
gems are flushed.
But life went on and all came good …everyone now
has connection
And there’s accolades and appreciation for the
Council’s Sewer Section
But when you’ve no amenities…it’s more than a
first world problem
You learn their real value, after several months
without them
The tale of Sewer Sal is done, but one last thought
to work your nut on
Wouldn’t it be nice…to flush all crap in your life,
With the press of just one button!

FOR ALL YOUR
POND AND DAM
CARE NEEDS
Specialist in:



Algae and weed removal incl. azolla,
duckweed, salvinia




Pond and dam renovation

Pump and filtration systems
Fish and aquatic plants
Using:



Targeted, non-residual sprays that are
safe for animals and aquatic life



Tried and tested methods
Follow-up and maintenance

Rob Packer Pond and Dam Care

0409550741
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Lions have met with council on site and
have taken on board the issues raised
with them about the new ramp and the
damage done to the look of the path at
the Community Centre.
Lions have also discussed with the
council the need to provide safe and
adequate disabled parking.
We will report back when council have
decided what they are proposing.
At the centre we have started cleaning the
exterior as it has become stained with the
lichen growth and fumes from the passing
traffic.
The first part of the cleaning will entail the
removal of the lichen and then an application
of protection to prevent regrowth.
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The removal of the fumes will
be the final part of the clean.
You should notice a difference
in the next few months.
On Saturday 19th October
members of the local club went
to Ulladulla to participate and
support Lorraine Mairinger in
the final step in her election as
District Governor for 20142015.
The photo shown here is
Lorraine outlining her plans for
her term.
The swimming pool opens on
the 3rd November.
The hours have remained the
same, but there has been a
slight increase in the entry fees:
see advertisement in this Voice,
(page 29).
Lorraine Mairinger addresses the Lions Meeting in Ulladulla
Please remember to take
advantage of the 10% discount on the season
The Christmas cakes and puddings are now in
pass: you must have purchased it on or
a store near you so get in early while they are
before the 17th November.
still in stock.
The puddings and 1kg cakes are $11 and the
larger 1.5kg cake is $15.
Your local club has sent off a box of the cakes
to the fire fighters in the Southern Highlands
who have been hard at it for the last couple of
weeks.
The club has also donated $1000 from the
residents of Kangaroo Valley to the Lions
Bushfire Appeal, knowing that every dollar
spent is used by those in need.
The response to the solar panels has been
great, with many of the panels already sold
and at the last club meeting it was agreed that
visible acknowledgement would be organised
somewhere on site for those that have
participated.
If you are donating to the NYE fireworks
appeal, please remember to use your unique
code when depositing your donation into the
nominated account.
Jason Horton

Kangaroo Valley Post Office

COMPUTER SUPPLIES
AND
STATIONERY
- INK CARTRIDGES
- TONER CARTRIDGES
- USB FLASH DRIVES
- A4 REFLEX AUST MADE
NOWRA PRICES
If an item is not in stock and you
need to purchase regularly please let
us know and we will stock the item

Telephone
44 651 199
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Goat naming competition winners line up

The winners (front row from left:) Jasper, Amelia, Milly, Paige, Taidgh, Abbie and Seren with Headmaster (and judge) John Bond, with the other
judges (back row from left:) Elizabeth Henke, Amelia Gazzard, David Gazzard and breeder extraordinaire Bruno Henke at the prize ceremony.
The “ Name the kids” promotion
organised by the Valley Voice to
encourage participation between the
school and the community was realised in
a positive fashion when the seven prize
vouchers, generously donated by The
Nostalgia Factory were presented at the
morning assembly of the school.

The judges commented at the pleasing
number of entries and the variety of
names created by the children.
The winners were
K1 Amelia suggested Roxy
K1 Milly - Minnie
1-2 Jasper - Rosie
3-4 Taidgh - Misty, Thunder and Rain
3-4 Paige - Daisy, Buttercup andTilly
5-6 Abbie - Buttercup, Flowerpot and
Teapot
5-6 Seren - Gertrude, Pansy, Prudence
There was special recognition of Taidgh’s
offering of names for the triplets.
White Goat - Misty
Brindle - a touch of colour goat-Rain
Brown goat - Thunder
Taidgh is pictured right with Thunder
Below: Thunder was a great hit at the
school prize-giving assembly
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Preschool News
Term 4 has begun and the children
have returned to preschool full of
enthusiasm to learn through play
together.
Summer is on the way, and it is now
warm enough to have the wobble mat set
up in the playground.
The children have been devising creative
ways to jump onto
the mat and making
waves.
There have been sea
creatures imagined
inhabiting the wobble
mat – sharks have
been sighted
frequently.
The children are
proving to be keen
scientists. They have
been exploring the
tornado bottles,
Alyssa tests
Archimedes' theory working out how to
make the tornado
swirl within
them.
They have
been fascinated
by the
movement of
the marbles in
the Newton’s
cradle and
have become
quite expert in
making the
Charlie told us about bush
spinning tops
tucker and dreaming stories
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whirl.
After reading
the story of
“Mr
Archimedes’
Bath” we have
Christian making a tornado made water
come to the
top of containers by dropping stones into
them. (It’s
fun to make
them
overflow
too!)
The children
are
developing
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Squiggle. We
watched him on
Youtube.
We saw him create
upside-down
drawings from
squiggles on paper.
Max’s dreaming story

Connor’s squiggle art
scientific observation
and thinking skills
while having fun
exploring the physical
world.
Charlie Ashby, the
local Aboriginal
resource teacher,
Tye’’s squiggle art visited preschool.
He told us about
bush tucker and
taught us about
dreaming stories.
We learned how
to draw our own
dreaming stories
using symbols for
a campsite, a
waterhole, trees
and kangaroos.
We have
discovered a
favourite
character from
Maverick makes waves our parent’s
on the wobble mat!
childhood – Mr

services at berry:
•
physiotherapy
•
hydrotherapy
•
falls prevention
•
home visits
services at gerringong
are the same as at berry plus:
•
womens’ health/continence

massage therapy

dry needling

gym membership

psychology

exercise programs

podiatry

Mia tests her skills on
the rock wall

(We like
Blackboard when
he says “Hurry
Up!”)
We made our own
drawings from
squiggles and told
some amazing
stories about them
– just like Mr
Squiggle.
Sean Kramer has

Sharni investigates
the tornado bottles
Molly experiments
written another terrific
with Newton’s
pantomime – “Snow
cradle
White and the King’s
Ransom”.
eep Saturday December 14th free to come and
cheer the heroes and boo the villains in a
traditional theatre experience.
Sean will kindly donate the proceeds of the
show to the preschool.
Thank you Sean!
Jacinta Powell

physiotherapists
mark burns
belinda henry
vicki Angwin
pat moore
sheryl dickinson
alison crofts
massage therapists
laura stoertz
robyn mckean
psychologist
janine gent
podiatrist
nathan wolhuter

for all appointments please call gerringong on

4234 4666
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The Joys of Symbiosis
I organised the recent Not the Kangaroo
Valley Buster Keaton Silent Movie Show,
so take everything I say here with a grain
of salt.
The show was a financial success, raising
close to $3000 for the Kangaroo ValleyRemexio Partnership’s projects in TimorLeste.
It was an artistic success too, judging from the
comments received from audience members.
Some items were universally
acclaimed, such as the audiovisual performance poem Albert’s
Air. Correspondent One (C1)
wrote: “I probably most enjoyed
the performances where the parts
were blended to produce a greater
whole (the joys of symbiosis).
Albert's Air was a wonderful
example of this: Sarah [Butler]'s
narration, Robert [Constable]'s
improvising, Diana [Jaffray]'s and
Tony [Barnett]'s on-screen
immortalisation of John George
(did any of us realise what a
sensitive soul he really was?) and
of course Peter [Wesley-Smith]'s
epic poem.”
I thought Albert's Air was
brilliantly performed and hugely
entertaining.
Dealing with a little-known part of
Kangaroo Valley history (fact?
fiction?), it was heart-warming and
funny but ultimately sad, tugging
at our heart strings as we
contemplated Albert’s demise. It
was a case of the whole being
greater than the sum of its parts, which is what
happens when a truly symbiotic artistic
collaboration happens. It was particularly
pleasing that it came wholly from Kangaroo
Valley residents.
The poem can be read, and some of the graphics
marveled at, on the show’s website:
www.shoalhaven.net.au/~mwsmith/oct5.html.
Some items in the show provoked a mixed
reaction.
Many raved about Belinda Webster’s abstract
water movie Waterdrawn (music by Robert
Constable).
C2, for example, wrote: “[It] sent me into a
trance it was so beautiful”. Others thought it was
somewhat less than entrancing.

BUSHWALK PROGRAMME FOR
2013

NOVEMBER –
Sunday 24th, Shoalhaven Heads.
DECEMBER –
Sunday 8th,
our Christmas walk and party.

If you were expecting more of the same
after the 1923 Snub Pollard movie that
preceded it then of course you would find
it so.
But if you were willing to take the movie
on its own terms then the chances are that
you would love the beautiful patterns in
both sound and image that interacted in
complex ways.
C2, again: “What can I say about Peter
[Stanton]'s Ol' Man River with those

almost unwatchable photos?”, implying
that it was a very moving experience.
C3, however, grumbled about the images
(“Inappropriate!”), which expanded the
song’s subject matter from slavery on the
Mississippi to slavery in West Papua.
“Political!”, said C4 - as if one shouldn’t,
therefore, condemn slavery.
Or as if politics should be off the agenda
in a Kangaroo Valley concert.
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C5: “Good on you for pushing us out of our
comfort zone and challenging us to connect
the dots of ongoing brutality taking place in
West Papua.”
C4 was likewise unimpressed by the political
content of The Tri Hards’ songs.
Others, however, thought it quite grown up to
send up the grown-ups who are now in charge
of this country.
Read the offending lyrics on the website.
It seems that everyone loved Amelia
Cormack’s bracket of songs - except, perhaps,
for Trust, which was about sexual shenanigans
within an expat Hong Kong family in the
1930s.
C6 loved her rendition of Bob
Dylan’s Make You Feel My
Love so much that s/he went
home after the concert to try to
buy it on iTunes.
For many the highlight of the
event was the world première of
Libby Turnock’s silent movie
Cigarette Advertising Through
the Ages - about a quarter of the
audience were actually in it!
C7 wrote: “Libby's ads were
very funny, she is a crazy talent
for sure.”
C1: “Libby's film had universal
approval and it sparked ongoing
conversation and merriment.”
C8: “So glad you kept one
Buster Keaton film in there but
it was also great to have such
variety this time.
Robert Constable is a genius, I
could listen to him play all day.”
There was additional symbiosis
that night - between the show
and its audience.
All in all, a special Kangaroo
Valley event - as attested to by
the on-going discussion about the different
items presented.
Finally, C9 wrote: “A hard act to follow, but
I'm sure you'll aim to outdo it next year.”

Well, we do have the Hall booked
for next October 4. We will try,
perhaps, to come up with a new show.
Martin Wesley-Smith

Dr. Jeanette Keir MBBS (NSW)
Has rooms at the
Kangaroo Valley Community Centre
(Ambulance Station) in Broughton Street

Usual opening hours
Mondays 2-30 pm to 5-30 pm
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 9-30 am to 1 pm
and 2-3o pm to 5-30 pm
Thursdays 9-30 am to 1 pm
Consultations and house calls by appointment

44 652 007
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A piece of Valley history of which many are unaware
The Lumsden
lookout
As we travel through the Kangaroo
Valley township and then up through
Beaumont, how many of us have
noticed a lookout just to the left before
we turn right to go back down the
mountain to Nowra.
There is no sign telling us the name of the
lookout but it’s the Lumsden Lookout.
James Lumsden gave a part of his land so that
the lookout could be constructed.
He was for many years a councillor of the
Cambewarra Shire Council.
He also held the position as Shire President in
1911, 1913 and 1917.
This was the second parcel of land which the
Lumsden family had generously given to the
public. Before the Cambewarra Lookout was
built there was the problem as to how to get a
road into the lookout.
James Lumsden had come forward on behalf
of the Lumsden family and presented the land
required for the roadway.
James Lumsden Jnr. was born on 26 February
1867 and he was the first white child born at
Beaumont.
He was the son of James Lumsden and
Elizabeth Robertson.
James’ father, James Lumsden, in the 1860s
received a land grant at Beaumont, which he
named “Spring Bank”.
Beaumont was in its natural state until 1865
when James Lumsden took up the first
selection there. [“Kangaroo Valley New South
Wales” by William A. Bayley].
The Lumsdens had first settled at Burrier, but
they were only there for a few short years
when flood waters caused the family to move,
and they came to live at Beaumont.
It was probably their experience in floods that
influenced James to move to a site high above

flood level.
James Jnr. married Annie Risk on 8 May
1898 at the home of Annie’s father, Samuel
Risk, at Bangalow, Richmond River.
The Risk family had lived in Kangaroo
Valley but had moved north as did a large
number of families from the south coast.
James and Annie had four children - Alma,
James, Samuel and Robert.
Some of the Lumsden descendants still live
in the Valley today.
James Jnr. and Annie made their home on
the farm at “Spring Bank” Beaumont, but in
1925 they left the farm and built a guest
house at the top of the property.
“Mountain View” was regularly advertised
in the Sydney Morning Herald as a guest
house amidst the best scenery of the South
Coast overlooking the famous Shoalhaven
district.
James used to drive and pick up the guests
from the railway station.
James and Annie were involved in the
Kangaroo Valley A & H Society.
Their entries included cooking, preserves
and Jersey cattle which were amongst the
best in the country.
They celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary in 1948 and there were great
celebrations.
All the family arrived for lunch.
They came from around about and also from
Sydney. At night everybody in the
neighbourhood came to help celebrate this
wedding anniversary.
Everybody brought food and there were
delicious sponge cakes with jelly and cream
piped on top.
Everybody danced around the verandahs and
there were photographers to take photos of
the happy couple and also guests. Electricity
had just come to the mountain, and so many
of the presents that James and Annie
received were electrical goods.
James died in December 1955 at his home

KANGAROO VALLEY PHARMACY
SHOP 2 / 162 MOSS VALE RD.

PH. (02) 4465 2772

FAX (02) 4465 2773

OPEN 6 DAYS: MON-FRI 9 am to 5 pm
SAT 9 am to 12 noon
For all your Prescriptions and all Pharmaceutical Requisites.
NATIO (Natural Australian Beauty) COSMETICS
We can take care of your prescriptions in our filing system.
See us about the Webster-pak System that sets out all tablets and capsules in blister
packs for each time of the day, for each day of the week.

COME IN AND SAY HELLO
TO JAN and DAN COLE
AT YOUR PHARMACY

“Mountain View” and Annie passed away
three years later.
The Shoalhaven Telegraph on Wednesday, 17
December 1930 published the poem “The
Lumsden Lookout”.
This poem sums up the magnificent view
which can be seen from this lookout.
Lauris Parkes – Great-granddaughter of
James and Annie Lumsden

The Lumsden Lookout
When you top the Cambe. Pass
What a view there meets the eye!
Lovely Beaumont at your feet
And Kang’roo Valley northward lie.
The ‘Lumsden Lookout’ calls a halt!
You stand amazed, and gaze
In wonder, as your mind disports
In charming beauty maze.
Was ever there a maze so grand!
Its lines and colour, shine and shade,
With mighty gentleness present
A charming scheme well laid.
No awesome depths, no rough-hewn walls,
No cold and snowy heights;
But ranges round, caressing slopes,
With beauty in its might.
Within these vales of beauty rare,
Fern gullies, cool and deep,
Add charm of feather and of song,
And waters as they leap.
The Range of Mittagong to north;
There Robertson, the Fitzroy Falls,
The Belmore Falls, Macquarie Pass--Choice spots of beauty all.
Then nearer in, and to the right
See Jacob’s Pillow laid,
While to the left is mountain brush
From top to open glade.
And as you gaze you ponder:
What changes Time has wrought!
How pioneers, in early days,
Their way thro’ forests fought.
The cedar here was plentiful;
Brave hearted “getters” blazed the trail:
And yonder farms reveal to all
How stout those hearts that naught could
fail.
How brave they were we may not know,
Our fathers of those by-gone days;
Those mothers, too, who played their part,
Strong sturdy sons to raise.
But this is ours, we know and feel--A heritage most rare;
A spirit, dauntless and undying,
A Vale beyond compare.
VELOX 14/12/1930.
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Notice to advertisers

The Valley Voice
Holiday edition will
be published on
December 1
Please note there is no January edition
Please book your required space as
early as possible to help us with the
layout and balancing of space and
colour for what is traditionally our
largest paper each year
Please telephone

44 651 621
or email

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Local, local, local!
That’s what we’re all about. Kangaroo
Valley has an abundance of amazing
foodies in our small farming community.
And we’re not just about cows!
Originally founded on dairy and beef cattle,
our rich agricultural land has now given rise
to other forms of farming.
From small backyard plots to acres of
orchards, we now compete with the best of
the best.
All around us, people are growing, picking,
preserving, cooking and packaging beautiful,
quality produce - from cheese to olives,

berries to sheep, and everything in between,
Kangaroo Valley has a lot to offer.
Newly established River Estate is just one
providore jumping on the ‘buy local’
bandwagon with an aim to reduce food miles
and support the little guy. A brand new
experience, ‘Wine and Cheese
Appreciation’, focuses on showcasing a
variety of local products through a gourmet
tasting plate and a local wine/beer plank –
delightfully delectable!
As a venue for cooking classes, weddings,
functions and conferences, River Estate also
showcases our local products through
creative and tasty menus.
Toni Moran
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sailors and
nurses who
died while
serving in
This Remembrance Plaque was
the Australian Imperial
awarded to the family of James
Force and the Royal
Edward Gordon, who served in the
Australian Navy during
45th Battalion A.I.F during WW1.
the First World War.
He died in the Third Battle of Ypres on 8
This large round bronze
plaque came to be known
June 1917, which was his 20th birthday.
as a ‘Dead Man’s
His name appears on the Menin Gate
Penny’.
Memorial, Ypres, Belgium.
It depicts Britannia and a
The historical significance of the ‘penny’ is
lion on the front
very interesting.
surrounded by the
It was presented to the next of kin of soldiers,
inscription: “HE
DIED FOR
FREEDOM AND
HONOUR”.
The full name of Members of the Condon family hand the mementos to the community
the deceased
generously donated this plaque to the
soldier was engraved on the plaque;
Historical Society of Kangaroo Valley.
however, no rank, unit or decoration
They wish it to be proudly displayed along
were shown - symbolizing the equality
with other memorabilia in the Remembrance
of sacrifice of all casualties.
Room at the Pioneer Museum Park.
This symbolic award remained in the
More information can be found in the book,
care of James’ younger sister, Cecilia
“The Valley Boys”, by Geoff Todd.
Condon (née Gordon).
All members of the Condon family attended a
In memory of their uncle, James
Morning Tea at the Pioneer Museum Park on
Edward Gordon, his nephews and
Tuesday 8 October to present the plaque and
nieces, Bernard Condon, Patricia
penny to the Historical Society.
Moon (née Condon), Peter Condon,
Joan Bray
Colin Condon, Janelle Biffin (née
Patricia Moon (left) Bernrd Condon (centre) and
Condon) and Robyn Condon have
Garth Chittick with the certificate.

The Dead Man’s Penny

DRAFT PLANNING PROPOSAL (REZONING) – KANGAROO VALLEY
The following draft Planning Proposal (rezoning) has been received by Council:
Proposal: Rezone land to proposed R5 Large Lot Residential zone to allow for subdivision
into 11 large residential lots and 1 cluster housing lot.
Property: Lot 14 DP 773481, Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley
Owner:

Kangaroo Valley Holdings Pty Ltd

Feedback is sought on this proposal prior to Council making a decision on whether to support it
proceeding further or not.
The draft Planning Proposal is available for comment from Wednesday 16 October to Friday 8
November 2013 and may be viewed in Council Offices, Bridge Road, Nowra, during office hours or
at The Gallery, 149 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley or on Council’s website at:
http://shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au/MyCouncil/Publicexhibition/Documentsonexhibition.aspx
Written submissions detailing reasons for objection or support (making reference to 1089E) will be
accepted on or before Friday 8 November 2013.
For information on the display of submissions, obligations to declare reportable political donations,
submitting pre-printed form letters and petitions refer Council’s website.
Further enquiries on this matter should be directed to Marie-Louise Foley of
Council’s Planning and Development Services Group on 4429 3559.
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Village Garden is springing into Summer
The Spring planting area of the
Friendly Inn Village Garden is now
open for business!
With assistance from Garth Chittick and
Vinnie Winch, the new area has been
prepared with eight long beds ready for
our spring and summer vegetables.
We’ve already planted a crop of six varieties
of potatoes that will be ready to be dug out in
Autumn. There are more crops to go in over
the next few weeks, so look out for notices of
new planting days.
Village Garden master design
ready for viewing
The committee will be presenting our master
design for the Village Garden on Monday
11th November at 5pm on site – in the beer
garden area of the Friendly Inn, weather
permitting.
In the case of rain, the meeting will be held
inside the Friendly Inn. The design has been
carefully and diligently prepared by Jim
Anderson, and incorporates the four major
focus areas of the garden (community garden
and social space, bulk crops, edible forest
garden and animal systems), within an
elegant and beautiful design.
Come along and hear our plans for the garden
and contribute to the development of
Kangaroo Valley’s own community garden.
What’s a perennial vegetable?
Most gardeners who grow their own food
have a combination of annual vegetables and
fruit tees but few have perennial vegetables except perhaps rhubarb and asparagus!
That’s a shame, because there are many
fantastic food plants out there with delicious
flavours that are often easy to grow.

So, what is a perennial vegetable?
It is a plant that lives for at least three years,
and has edible parts – leaves, shoots, leaf
stems, roots of flowers. You can harvest the
plant without killing it.
Why grow perennial vegetables?
Here are four good reasons: (1) less work –
you don’t have to cultivate the soil every
year; (2) better for the soil – no digging
means the soil is covered so soil structure is
maintained; (3) healthier food – most
perennial plants have higher levels of
mineral nutrients than common short-lived
plants because they have larger and
permanent root systems able to exploit soil
space more effectively and so take up more
nutrients; and (4) extension of the harvesting
season – cropping of perennial vegetables is

more evenly distributed over the year.
What are some perennial vegetables?
We mentioned rhubarb and asparagus, but here
are a few others: globe and jerusalem
artichokes, chicory, fennel, sorrel, watercress,
arrowroot, perennial spinach, garlic chives,
good king henry, day lillies and oca.
The Village Garden will be exploring
perennial vegetables as a form of low work,
low input gardening.
Please feel free to send us your ideas for the
community garden or any comments on
elements that you would like to see
incorporated in the community garden.
You can call me on 4465 1093 or email
peter@imaginal.com.au.
Peter Brandis

Christmas Cocktail Parties
on the verandah
overlooking the lights of Nowra

only at…

The Lookout
Cambewarra Mountain

Book your Christmas functions now !
open 7 days
Sat & Sun - breakfast with the birds from 8:00am off Tourist Rd

4465 1321
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The Editor
Thanks from a grateful and graceful visitor
Since last Friday I have been in New Zealand.
The days after I left have been quite eventful
and I did not take my laptop and do not have a
smart phone, but finally went to a library to
write a letter.
I was not sure when you need this for
publication and hope today is still OK.
It’s more poetic I guess, so if you think I
should write more or in a different format
please let me know!
It was a bit hard to guess how many words
will fit.
Caroline Bollrich
From Dresden
Caroline was in Kangaroo Valley for some
months on a Tourist based research project
and was accommodated at Crystal Creek
Meadows during her work experience.
“This is the beauty of Kangaroo Valley that made a big impression on me. And I will be back”

Dear Kangaroo Valley
I thank you for being kind to me.
For showing me who you are,
For sharing what you have,
For giving what you don’t need,
For teaching me how safe and
how dangerous you can be.
Kangaroo Valley,
I thank you for being kind to me.
You are so beautiful,
You are so calm,
You made me feel welcome,
You made me feel safe.
Kangaroo Valley,
I thank you for being kind to me.
Your mornings so blurred,
Your days so bright,
Your evenings so soft,
Your nights so intense.
Farewell, my friend,
I will see you again.
Until then, take care of those who
care for you and those will also
take care for you.
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Kangaroo Valley Ambulance Station and Community Centre
commemorative solar power and energy efficiency project
Think globally - act locally
An opportunity now exists to support a
local project and take positive action
that will make an environmental
difference
As Valley resident Jane Gripper
described in her article encouraging us to
join Landcare groups in the last Voice, I
too often feel quite overwhelmed when I
think about the issues currently facing our
world.
That’s why I feel so excited about and
committed to this initiative.
I believe local projects like this are achievable
and can really make a difference. I hope you
do too.
There has been an enthusiastic response to the
article in last month’s Voice regarding the plan
to install a photovoltaic system on the KV
Ambulance Station and Community Centre
and to upgrade to LED lighting to improve the
building’s energy efficiency.
Already some pledges to donate solar panels
have been received and, judging by the
positive feedback, more donations will be
forthcoming.
Thank you so much to those who have already
organised to sponsor a panel or a lighting

Musicians ….

Berry Silver Band is
inviting new members
to join in our fun.
Basic criteria are the
ability to read music
and play brass,
woodwind or
percussion
instruments.
We practice on Monday
nights in Berry and
usually perform once a
month. Also keen to
work with a rhythm
section once a month
for jazz combo and big
band chart playing.

upgrade. It has been most
encouraging to see support
for this project manifesting
so quickly.
On Friday 11th October
members of Repower
Shoalhaven, an exciting
new group facilitating the
development of
community renewable
energy projects in the
Shoalhaven, conducted a
site visit and energy audit
at the ambulance complex.
Repower will be assisting
with this project and it was
a great opportunity for
them to meet with
members of the KV Lions
Club and KV Environment
Group.
A journalist from the South
Coast Register attended the
meeting and took some
Participants in the planning meeting for the KV Solar project
photos, so we look forward
to publicity for this project in the wider
Christmas.
Shoalhaven area.
To this end it would be fantastic if those of
It is most exciting to be a ‘pilot project’,
you planning to sponsor a panel or a light
hopefully leading the way for other local
upgrade could make your generous donations
towns and villages to make their
as soon as possible!
community buildings more sustainable in a
To learn more about this project please refer
similar way.
to the detailed article on pages 18 and 19 of
The energy audit was conducted to better
the October edition of the Voice.
understand the energy use of the building.
The price to sponsor a panel is $400 - the cost
It is hoped that, following the installation of
of a panel and its proportion of the associated
a photovoltaic system and the upgrade of
hardware, circuitry, monitoring system and
lighting at the centre (Stage One), there
metering costs.
may be the possibility of installing an
We may be able to install a larger system if
energy management system (Stage Two).
we have more sponsors!
Such a system would monitor and display
The final configuration of the system will be
the building’s electricity use and direct
determined by technical considerations and
solar power being produced in such a way
funds donated.
as to maximise its use at the site ( for
Individuals, families, businesses and
example to power the hot water system) and
community groups can sponsor a ‘panel’.
minimise the amount of solar power being
If we get more than 12 sponsorships we can
fed into the grid.
install a larger system!
Energy management systems are the way of
Perhaps your club or group can get together to
the future for ensuring the energy efficiency
raise the funds for a panel
of our buildings.
sponsorship...perhaps a cluster of individuals
It is hoped that Stage One, the installation
or families could combine financial forces.
of a photovoltaic system and the LED
Energy saving LED lights can be ‘sponsored’
lighting upgrade, can occur before
too, to help reduce the energy usage of our
community centre. The price to sponsor an
LED light upgrade is $50.
Kangaroo Valley Markets To sponsor a panel or an LED lighting
upgrade please contact the Kangaroo Valley
are held on the
Lions Club today:
2nd Saturday every month

8.30 a.m.-2.30 p.m.
at the Showground

Contact

with proceeds going towards the
Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival.

berrysilverband@musician.org

For more information contact
Jane Richter 0401 322 179 or

Lindsay 4464 1355 or
Kaye 4465 1240.

Stuart Leslie 0412 288 923
or email

kvmarkets@gmail.com

Call Jason Horton on:
44 652 222 or email him at
kvlions@bigpond.com
Be a part of this important and exciting plan to
make Kangaroo Valley a leader in energy
sustainability – proving yet again that
community action can make a difference.
Cathy and Mike Gorman,
Repower Shoalhaven and the
Kangaroo Valley Lions Club
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We’ve completed more
than 130 jobs on 63
properties – a total of 732
hours’ work. The
monitoring and reporting
requirements for this
project are quite complex
as they involve 41
separate landholders and
several different
Landcare groups.
The ongoing work on
weed control and feral
pests is still driven by
The group has been involved on several
Greg, our Project Officer,
fronts over the past year, which has seen a
in monitoring the overall
continued expansion of our weed control
weed situation,
activities in the Valley.
organising action, liaising
Current programs continue our emphasis on
riparian areas with State Government funding, with landholders, school
groups and volunteers,
and on particular weeds across the Valley
coordinating with
using a Federal grant.
Shoalhaven Landcare and
Last October we received another Catchment
Council and sniffing out
Protection and Improvement Grant (CPIG 151) funding opportunities.
from Sydney Catchment Authority, to be spent
2012-13 on the gullies that feed the Kangaroo Although bushcare has
become our main reason
River. This project is almost complete, and
we’ll be inviting SCA this month to do a final for being, we still see a
role in education through
inspection of the completed work.
displays at the show,
We continue to tackle 'weeds of national
articles in the Voice and
significance' throughout the valley – working
with sub-groups such as
mainly on Lantana – with funding from the
our Responsible Cat
Community Action Grant through the Federal Ownership group, from
Government’s Caring for Our Country
whom you will be
program . This project is also nearly done.
hearing more in coming months,
In June this year, we received the second
The Landcare mulching machine has been
tranche of the Community Bush Regeneration getting plenty of use to reduce the need for
grant from NSW Environmental Trust –
burning and increase soil carbon. I look forward
Repairing Riparian Habitats along the
to reports in a year or two on the results of this
Kangaroo River System. This was always
project.
going to be an ambitious project, but the
combination of long dry spells and heavy rain I am proud of what we have achieved as a group,
periods during the first year meant we are still with the support of landowners in the Valley, and
I feel sure it will continue for many years to
spending the first tranche. However, the
come.
results are looking good.
Peter Stanton
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Rainforest Appreciation
On Saturday November 23rd, anyone
interested in the significance of Kangaroo
Valley's rainforests, is invited to a rainforest
identification and appreciation field
excursion at the Budderoo property at 186B
Gerringong Creek Road in Upper Kangaroo
Valley.
The event will involve a 2km return walk
through wet sclerophyll forest and rainforest
culminating in an hour of plant identification in
a beautiful patch of warm temperate/
subtropical rainforest.
The area is at the base of the Hawkesbury
sandstone escarpment and features many red
cedar, giant stinging trees and sassafras trees
and forms important forested headwaters for
the Gerringong Creek/Kangaroo River
catchment. On the way you will see the
dramatic results of the biological control
program for the invasive weed, mistflower,
impressive Port Jackson Figs, and if we are
lucky, Peregrine Falcons calling and flying
swiftly along the cliff face.
Please register your intention to attend with
Les Mitchell on 4465 1564 or at
janles@fastrac.net.au. We will meet for a 2pm
start at the first house (Les' place) on the left,
80 metres after you enter 186B Gerringong
Creek Rd and proceed 3km uphill to a parking
area in a paddock close to the start of the walk.
2WD is OK but please car pool with anyone
you know attending the event as we would like
to keep the number of cars to a minimum.
Maximum of 25 people. Finished by 5pm.
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Special celebrations and activities planned for Christmas in the valley
Christmas is a time for sharing .
You can share a piece of your
community by shopping for the whole
family in Kangaroo Valley with
additional opportunity on Friday
December 6
All the retailers in the Kangaroo Valley
village – that’s more than ten unique
shops - will be open for a special night of
Christmas Shopping on FRIDAY December
6, from 5pm until 8.30pm.
Heralding in the spirit of Christmas will also
be local musicians busking on the street and
Santa will be visiting to see what he can
collect as well.

Come and buy
unique gifts for the
whole family. Some
of the perfect
Christmas gifts you
can find include hand
creams, unique
crockery items,
beautiful hats for all
ages, collectors’
magazines,
jewellery, Natio
make up, handmade
cushions and pillows,
vintage linens, coffee
-table books – not to
mention locally made
fudge, preserves and
condiments and a huge
range of lollies to fill the
Christmas stockings.
Don’t forget to ask about
gift vouchers for your
friends and family who live
nearby.
If you are unable to join the
festivities on Friday
December 6, you can visit
our local retailers any other
time that they are open to
pick up something special
for your “someone special”!
The Kangaroo Valley

Tourist Association always encourages
members to shop locally and we want the
whole community to realise what treasures we
have right here in the village.
Don’t battle the crowds for generic gifts from
chain stores.
Buy locally and share something unique.
For more information or to be involved, call
Nicole Poelzl 0410490155 or 44652820.
Kangaroo Valley is the place to celebrate
Christmas.
Other events include Gingerbread House
Making on Thursday December 5 and Carols
by Candle light December 15 at 7.15 pm both
these events at Church of the Good Shepherd,
Santa’s visit to the Pub with the local RFS on
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day Lunch
(bookings essential) at Bistro One46.
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Advertorial

Machinery on the move
Agriquip Machinery is a premium
supplier of John Deere and other
agricultural equipment located in
Bowral and Queanbeyan.
We operate in South East NSW and this
summer we will be bringing our
dealership to you - in Kangaroo Valley
A series of 'ride and drive' days has been
planned for each consecutive Friday until
December 6.

Action underway at a previous Field Day

Ride and drive the latest
John Deere compact tractors
The travelling demonstration show has
already been to Queanbeyan, Cooma and
Bungendore.
The tour will then see us continues on a swing

Large range of John Deere Ride on Mowers available.
”Special Field Day prices” only apply on the day
through Murrumbateman, Crookwell,
Braidwood, Narooma, Bega, Kangaroo
Valley and Bowral.
Our Field Days are specifically tailored to
each region ensuring we exhibit the
equipment that relates specifically to you.
We give you the opportunity to test drive the
latest John Deere equipment, and you can
also speak with technicians, parts
interpreters and sales professionals in
regards to the technical aspects,

recommended used, best practices and your
general needs as an agricultural professional.
Previous Field Days exceeded every
expectation.
They give us an opportunity to interact with
our customers and show them the 'John Deere
difference'.
Make sure you take advantage of our special
prices only available on the day.
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Antiquarian corner
Vinyl records
Today we will be discussing the
renewed popularity of vinyl records.
The large music corporations back in the
1980s introduced CDs as being indestructible
and a better way of listening to your favourite
music.
However, this was not true as CDs can be
fragile and when scratched sometimes will
not play. The music quality has been
explained by many experts in music
technology as nowhere near the quality of a
vinyl record.
So we now have the situation where CDs are
in decline and the resale value is very poor.
On the other hand vinyl records are now
being re-issued and some currently popular
singers and musicians are recording their
music on vinyl.
Second-hand records have a new wave of
popularity, with the purchasers being in the
age bracket 13 to 75! Young people are
seeking out old favourites from the 60s, 70s
and 80s such as the Beatles, Rolling Stones,
Led Zeppelin, David Bowie, Neil Young,
Pink Floyd, Deep Purple, etc.
Vinyl records should be in good condition;

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

however, it is amazing that some records
that are well worn can still be played on
your record player with an acceptable to
good quality of sound. New record players
are now being produced and second-hand
players can be easily found.
Long play records with 33rpm commenced
after the Second World War on a 10”
format, changed to the current format of 12”
during the early 1950s and ceased
production in approximately 1990. The
Australian record manufacturers such as
Festival Records at Pyrmont ceased
production and this was thought to be the
end of vinyl records in Australia. However,
vinyl records refused to go away and
incredibly are making a comeback, with
certain records being very valuable and
vinyl records as a whole being far more
valuable than second-hand CDs. Records
are being sold at record and music shops as
well as the array of monthly markets.
Another aspect of records is the art of the
record cover. There have been a few books
published on record cover art and people
will use them for decoration on their wall at
home, either framed or otherwise. The
record cover inside has a considerable
amount of information regarding the
musicians and singers which always has
some interest.
Long play records (33) are far more
interesting than CDs and have a pronounced
visual attraction which is far more appealing
than their counterparts. Whilst I have good
quality LPs in my collection that are over 60
years old, I cannot foresee a CD lasting
anywhere near that time span.
Records and record players were invented
by Thomas Alva Edison during the latter
part of the 19th century. Early records were
of a cylinder shape and were called Edison
Records with his picture on the outside.
They had grooves on the cylinder for the
transfer of sound in much the same way as
current vinyl records. The cylinder records
appear to be made of shellac material, the
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same as the round 10” 78rpms which came
into being about 1918. The shellac 78s could
easily be broken, even though collectively
they would be quite heavy.
The 78 record ceased production in 1958 and
some of these records can be quite valuable,
eg rock and roll records of the mid to late
1950s and other selected 78s such as “Our
Don Bradman”, regarding the most famous
cricketer in the world. The 45rpm record
came into being in the early 1950s , basically
replacing the 78 and finally ceased
production in 1990, the same time as LPs.
The 45 record (single) was basically
indestructible and would play even if worn
and scratched. The 1950s and 1960s was the
big era for jukeboxes, and a large number of
milk bars had a jukebox where teenagers
would congregate after school and on
weekends to play their favourite records for
sixpence or five cents a record. Jukeboxes
usually had 200 selections of songs which
were all 45s.
I enjoy all records - 45s, 78s and 33s - and
some days in my shop I will play only 45s or
78s even though the 33 is still by far the most
popular format. I play records everyday I am
working at Halcyon book and record shop.
So “Get all these records off the shelf”, a line
from the record “Old Time Rock and Roll”
and play them on your record player!
David Gazzard, proprietor,
Halcyon Books and Records and
Nostalgia Factory
*********************************
*********************

CHAKOLA

(MEANS LYRE BIRD)

WE ARE 50 NEXT YEAR !-

A LITTLE BEAUTY !

ASK ABOUT THIS LOVELY
GROUP GETAWAY ?
SEE MORE ? GOOGLE

CHAKOLA.MALENY

&/OR CALL WARWICK

0452 257 400

******************************
***********************
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Firey Tales
by Cinderfella

We’re only in spring and already we’ve
had two Severe fire ratings in the
valley, and several Very High Fire
danger days, and we’ve seen the
impact of bushfires in Sydney, the Blue
Mountains and the Hunter region.
The number of Total Fire Bans are an
indication of the extremely dry and
volatile conditions this early in the
season, and residents are advised to keep
a close eye on the RFS website
(www.rfs.nsw.gov.au) for Total Fire Ban
and Current Fire Danger Map and
Current Fires and Incidents.
A reminder: you need a fire permit to burn
and all permits are suspended during a Total
Fire Ban.
The predicted dangerous bushfire conditions
have prompted increased activity in
preparation and planning from wise residents
throughout the valley.
How is your Bushfire Survival Plan going?
Planning, and acting on that plan, increases
the chances of survival of humans, stock and
property in the case of bushfire.
At time of writing, brigade representatives are
about to attend a meeting that Jacks Corner
Road residents organised to get further
information and advance their bushfire
preparedness.
Did you know? There’s a Farm Firewise
booklet to help you prepare your plan on a
rural property?
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A scorching summer approaches
but could not be fully
extinguished until the
power was turned off.
Valley 1 was on scene
quickly and was then
backed up by Valley 7A
which was returning at
the time from Hyams
Beach where it had been
for the day, providing fire
cover for the Jervis bay
area during the
International Fleet
Review (the concern
being the large numbers
of visitors expected to
Valley crew hard at work on the beach - not your usual fire picture
block roads and reduce
access if a fire was to break out).
increased fire protection zone and reduce fuel
to the west of the college buildings.
Bushfire planning in your region
This was carried out on the long weekend
We have also continued with a number of
during the school holidays, and a big thanks
small Hazard Reductions and assisting
must go out to the ten volunteers who gave up
property owners with some problem pile
their time on the Saturday, some of whom
burns.
returned on the Sunday to ensure this fire was
A Hazard Reduction of approximately five
safe with winds increasing.
hectares was also carried out close to The
Without this small group of dedicated
Scots College, Glengarry to provide an
volunteers none of this would
be possible.

Specialty firefighters –
remote areas

Order yours from the RFS website
(www.rfs.nsw.gov.au) or by calling
1300 679 737.

October call-outs
A busy month for the brigade with a total of
three call-outs since the last article.
These have ranged from cars into flooded
creeks to bush fires with 37º temperatures and
Total Fire Bans in the space of four weeks.
1st call was to a car off Upper River Road into
a flooded creek and leaking fuel and oil into
the waterway.
This car had crashed on the approach to the
bridge over Barrengarry Creek on Upper
River Road and ended up in the river and,
with heavy overnight rain, was half
submerged.
The brigade was called due to leaking fuel and
oil into the river, but due to the swollen river
were unable to gain access to the car.
This had to be left until such time as a crane
could be brought in to remove it.
2nd Call was a false alarm to remotely
monitored smoke alarm by a security firm for
a property on Upper River Road.
After gaining access to the property, which
was unattended, there was no sign of fire and
crew stood down.
3rd call was to a bushfire on Gerringong
Creek Road as a result of a fallen tree bringing
down power lines in strong winds.
This had quickly taken hold in the unusually
dry bush and burnt approximately half a
hectare before it was brought under control,
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The crew on a break during the hazard reduction at
Scots College Glengarry

We have also had three
members now qualified as
RAFT (Remote Area Fire
Team): Dusty Smart, Peter
Wilson and David Alexander
have passed quite a rigorous
physical practical exercise to
complete this course.
This is a new team being set up
in the Shoalhaven area and
gives us the ability to be able to
attack small fires in remote
locations before they can build
up into major bushfires.
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It’s a man’s
World
By Sean Kramer
When my neighbour asked if he could
borrow my lawn mower, I said: "of
course, but you will have to wait until
she gets home from shopping."
The Leader of the Opposition looks after the
lawn because of my belief in the power of the
Almighty, the creator of all things, Lord of the
Universe.
If the Almighty wanted grass to be five
millimetres long, he would have created it to
grow to that height and then stop.
It doesn't have anything to do with faith. Faith
is what you find in churches, synagogues and
people who buy fifty five cent seed packets.
When you look out my window it may look
like a garden to you.
To me, it's more like a cemetery for seeds.
I often get the feeling that someone is feeding
my garden birth control pills. Scientists claim
that plants have feelings and that they grow
better if you talk to them.
Fair enough, but how do you say "you're doing
good!" in geranium?
I've been told that now is the time to plant
pansies and sweet Williams but not too close
together.
The Leader of the Opposition spends a fortune
on plant food. I don't want to complain but we
have got the only lawn in the valley with fat
grass. Have you ever planted vegetables and
worked out what each one ultimately costs
you? I have.
Now we keep our tomatoes in the safe.
My main interest is the roses. I have a huge
collection of rose bushes and I want it known

Valley
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that this valley owes me a great debt of
gratitude. Without my rose bushes this whole
district would be inundated with aphids. I am
the keeper of the aphids.
I have tried everything to get rid of them.
Now I am working on the final solution... a
recipe for aphid pie.
I discussed my idea with my mate
Unfortunate O'Day, who has a keen interest
in all things agricultural. He thinks of
himself as a gentleman farmer because he
owns two station wagons and a flower pot.
He told me that a farm is a hunk of land on
which, if you get up early enough in the
morning and work late enough into the night,
you will make a fortune if you strike coal
seam gas.
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Needless to say, in the election we voted in
Clive Palmer. Unfortunate thinks Clive
Palmer is the bees' knees. He says:"Clive
Palmer, what a man. He stands out in a
crowd." I said: " Mate, Clive Palmer stands
out in a crowd?
Just look at him. He is the crowd."
I don't know if it's been mentioned but this
year's pantomime to raise money for the pre
school takes place at the KV Hall on
December 14
It is SNOW WHITE AND THE KINGS
RANSOM.
Please keep it in mind.
The preschool needs the funds and the actors
need an audience.

Jacks Corner Road gets ready for the fire season

Twenty-eight residents from Jacks
Corner Road, Kangaroo Valley
gathered for a fire emergency planning
and information session.
Neil Breeze and Dave Alexander
explained the latest information and
expectations backed up by new recruits
Chelsea Sherbourne and Chloe Jenna.
Jacks Corner Road is a no through road
leading directly into the national park.
Neil Breeze advised: “All residents
should have a fire plan in place. I would
seriously question a decision to stay in
catastrophic conditions”.
A variety of issues was covered,
including the behaviour of past fires in
the area; the differences between terms
such as ‘catastrophic’, ‘severe’ and
‘extreme’; advance preparation; fire plans;
and essential equipment including a giant
water pistol.
Neil pointed out that residents should listen
to local ABC, which is the emergency
information channel that
gives non-stop
Guide to eating out information for residents
during bush fire events. In
Mediterranean
case of blackouts a battery
powered radio is a must.
Residents received a copy
of the RFS ‘Bushfire
44 651 660
Survival Plan’ handbook.

Café Bella

Sweet Treats and Hand Made Fudge

Fire Captain David Smart shares local fire
knowledge with Jacks Corner Rd residents
All agreed that if everyone has a fire plan in
place everyone in Jacks Corner Road would
benefit.
The Kangaroo Valley Rural Fire Service is one
of the best brigades in the region, with well
equipped vehicles and well trained crews.
KVRFS Captain Dave Smart reminded
everyone to seriously consider heading to the
fire station on a Wednesday night to talk about
joining the local RFS and completing their
basic training.
The ‘Bushfire Survival Plan’ handbook is
available free at www.rfs.nsw.gov.au
Maureen Bell

The Man

Southern Pies
Classic and Gourmet
Sweet and Savoury Pies
Ph : 44 652 778
Modern Australian cuisine

The Friendly Inn

Open everyday from 10 am

44 651 355

Value—service and good choice
it’s all here in Kangaroo Valley.

Tel: (02) 4465 1912
24 Hillcrest View Lane
Barrengarry
NSW 2577
Web site www.kangaroovalleyhorseriding.com

High country mountain ride
Bush walk on horseback
through the rainforest
and mountains of
Kangaroo Valley
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Exercise
for seniors
Physical exercise and other ‘healthy
community’ activities can help relieve
some of the less welcome signs of aging.
In this issue we list some forms of physical
exercise available in and around
Kangaroo Valley.
Next month we’ll look at other activities.
Pilates
Pilates is a gentle discipline that is well-suited
to seniors, focusing on core stability, stretches,
strength and flexibility. It can also correct a
variety of muscular/skeletal problems.
A one-hour Pilates class has been running for
several years in Berry and then in Kangaroo
Valley, under different teachers and most
recently with Melinda Mangold, on
Thursdays at 2pm. This class will continue to
run in November if enough people signal their
interest. Ideally, there would be a beginners’
class and an ‘experienced’ class, both on
Thursday afternoon. Please contact Melinda as
soon as possible to register your interest on
0404 483 680 or highlandspt@hotmail.com .
Dorothy Curnow runs popular pilates classes
in Nowra from Monday to Friday.
There are four people in each 75 minute class,
and there's a social dimension as one does get
to know the other three in the class quite well.
Vacancies are sometimes hard to find, but with
a new year coming up there could be a few.
The classes are held every day from 7am to
9pm, except for Friday when they finish about
2pm.
Contact Dorothy on 0418 604 105 (for text &
voice messages) - best time to ring is over the
weekend or dorothy.curnow@bigpond.com
Rhonda Tietzel runs a variety of classes in
Central Nowra to suit all ages and levels of
ability in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere:
Pilates - “will improve your core strength,
posture, balance and flexibility. It can also
correct the imbalance in muscles which can
lead to sore knees, backs and hips”.
Weight training - “this is one of the most
important types of exercise we all need as we
mature. As we age we lose muscle which is the
reason our ability to do things declines. It also
can improve bone density among many other
things”.
Booking is essential. Contact Rhonda on 0410
612 995 or rhocol@tsn.cc.
Iyengar Yoga
Iyengar yoga is wonderful exercise for mature
people as it develops flexibility, strength and
stability. The benefits are incremental over
time and it is one of the very few disciplines at
which you can improve in your later years.
Rose Andrews is highly experienced with
seniors and the props (such as bolsters and
blocks) used in Iyengar yoga to assist you in
the poses mean that you will get benefit from
your very first session.
The classes are held in a fully equipped yoga
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studio set in
delightful
bushland
surrounds in
Kangaroo
Valley.
Rose runs two
-hour classes
on Tuesday
and Thursday
at 6pm and
Thursday at
9am. A
shorter
beginners’
class will run
on Tuesdays
at 9.30am for
six weeks
You didn't shave very well, and your tie is crooked!
starting in
early
November to March. Details appear on page #
November.
of this issue. For day-to-day information,
If you are interested in any of these classes,
contact the lifeguard on duty on 4465-1863.
please contact Rose on 4465-1364 or
The Bomaderry Aquatic Centre has an indoor,
bowralyoga@gmail.com
heated pool which is open year round and
T5T yoga
offers aqua-aerobic classes. For details see
Jillian Naidu runs courses for small groups
www.shoalhavenswimandfitness.com.au.
or individuals at her studio in Kangaroo
Bushwalking
Valley.
The Kangaroo Valley Bushwalking Group
This is a short course taught over two days
meets in the village at 9am on (usually) the
(accommodation is available), and the
third Sunday of each month except January.
beauty is that once it is learnt it is simple to
The last two walks this year will be on 24
continue without the hassle of attending
November and 8 December. In January each
classes.
year Fran Pritchard and Lee Sharam decide on
There is also a free follow-up and a
the program of walks for the year, and publish
concession for pensioners and the
it in the February Voice. A week before each
unemployed.
walk they do a ‘recce’, and Lee circulates
Contact Jillian on 4465-2540 or
details by email of the venue, degree of
jklmnaidu@gmail.com
difficulty (usually easy or moderate) and other
NIA
information. If you’d like to be added to
There is a fun class called "NIA" - exercises
Lee’s circulation list, please contact her on
to African music - on Friday afternoons,
4465 1756 or leesharam@bigpond.com.
organised by Noelene Boycott. Contact
Noelene on 0402 058 899 for further
This information is provided as a
information.
community service by the Kangaroo Valley
Seniors Accommodation and Support
Swimming
Committee.
The Kangaroo Valley pool is open from
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VIEW Club update
Nicky and Gerard from Bistro One46
have agreed to open their restaurant
especially for the Kangaroo Valley
VIEW Club’s monthly luncheon and
meeting.
They served us a delicious lunch in the
comfortable surroundings of their
restaurant.
Thank you both for making us welcome and
providing us with an excellent venue.
VIEW Clubs from around the nation are
calling on Australian governments to address
inequality in education in a bid to tackle
poverty across the country.
We know that disadvantage can hold our
young people back from accessing the same
educational and life opportunities as their
peers, and Anti-Poverty Week is an
opportune time for VIEW to contribute its
voice to the issue of poverty in Australia, to
help change perceptions and raise awareness
of this critical issue.
Anti-Poverty Week, 13-19th October, a
national initiative stemming from the UN's
Annual International Anti-Poverty Day, aims
to strengthen public understanding of poverty
and hardship around the world and encourage
local discussion and action aimed at

News tips please to
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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addressing these problems.
For 53 years VIEW has been a driving force
behind the support of disadvantaged
Australian children through The Smith
Family, because of their unique approach to
mitigating the effects of disadvantage and
poverty.
VIEW currently sponsors 1028
disadvantaged children through the Learning
for Life program, ensuring they may develop
vital life skills, stay engaged in their
education and have the best chance to reach
their potential.
More than 18,000 VIEW members in 353
local communities contribute significant
fundraising and volunteering support to help
Australian children in need to create better
futures and break the cycle of disadvantage.
In the last year VIEW members raised more
than $1 million for The Smith Family’s work.
Our next luncheon meeting will be held on
Friday 8th November at 11.30 am for 12 noon
at Bistro One46.
Our guest speaker will be Donna Rogers Learning for Life Co-Ordinator from VIEW.
Please phone Jan Starkey on 4465 2080 or
email her jjstarkey42@bigpond.com before
6pm on the Wednesday before the lunch if
you are unable to attend.
It is necessary for us to provide Bistro One46
with accurate numbers for our luncheon;
otherwise our club will be charged.
New members and guests are welcome.
Please phone our President Jan Cole
0408 448 156 for details.
Jeannette Dumbrell
Publicity Officer
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Water tanker concept gets thumbs up

Shoalhaven Water recently invited some
community groups to an information
session regarding a proposal to trial a
water tanker filling station point to be
located in Kangaroo Valley.
The installation of the water tanker filling
station is an initiative to protect water
supplies within the community.
Water tanker filling stations are facilities that
enable water to be transferred from the water
mains direct to water tankers.
The method of transfer ensures that mains
pressure is unaffected with little disturbance
to the main and water supply quality.
There were no objections to the water tanker
filling station at the information session and
the considered opinion was expressed that the
proposed location was suitable.
The location was already the main hydrant
point currently used by water carters to fill
tankers for distribution of water around
Kangaroo Valley.
Enquiries regarding the proposed water
tanker filling station, should be directed to
Simon Groves on 4421 1723.
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Valley finance views
by Abacus

At happy hour you pay 50 cents for a
beer (all US dollars but much the same
as ours): local lager.
Or one dollar for a cocktail: frozen
margarita or pina collada.
A big night out at a posh restaurant with three
courses using all fresh produce easily comes
in under ten dollars, unless you order Aussie
wine - which sells for $30 a bottle.
Everyone speaks English.- even the tuk tuk
drivers, which is more than you can say for
our taxi drivers.
There is no crime, and an hotel room, airconditioned, with bathroom, swimming pool
and gym, in the middle of town near the 24
hour markets, costs $20.
A new pair of spectacles?
Prescription lenses? $10.
A pair of socks is 75 cents.
Agriculture makes up 80% of the economy,
with tourism growing in double digits,
and increasingly textiles being
a material contributor.
For the latter though, it is a difficult story - the
Chinese are paying bribes, they say, to set up
factories in the main cities and pay less than
$75 a month to young women to make the
clothes that are sold to you for $75 a piece.
You are told that there is much corruption in
this country but, I say, there is much
corruption in Australia too.
And it is not until one understands the really
practical costs that one gets a feel for the scale
of corruption.
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On the average annual
income within the country,
about $1000, the price of an
apartment in the major
towns would cost 500 times
that amount.
In Australia, say Sydney, to
buy a $1 million home
would cost only 15 times the
national average salary.
And education is free unless of course you want
your child to have an
education that is recognised
in another country so your
children can work overseas
and earn more money.
The cost of an international school is $280
per month.
That is right, about $3000 a year,
in a country where the average income
is $1000 a year.
And that does not mean the best
international school, which can charge up to
$500 per month.
Someone may wish to correct me, but I
believe there is no private school in
Australia that would cost three times the
national average annual income or about
$180,000 per annum.
And how has this corruption occurred?
Because there has been one leader for 25
years.
Recently they held an election - just like
Australia - and this ruling party lost the
election.
However they are now refusing to hand over
power. As you would. Australia issued a
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travel warning because of explosion devices
found in the capital with the civil unrest that
has followed since.
It is of course Cambodia - the last Asian
country that continues its traditional lifestyle
for the majority of people.
Well that is now - because until a decade ago
there were more land mines per square metre
than in any other country in the world, and a
traditional lifestyle would likely have meant
having you leg blown off.
It is a wonderful country to visit, especially
Siem Reap up north which is close to one of
the officially recognised great wonders of the
world - Angkor Wat (pictured above).
Tourists and increasing access to the internet is
changing this country and its economy, as it
has in others, quickly.
I wish them well
and look forward to returning.
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Tomatoes, Cucumbers and Basil
Last article I discussed the variable
weather conditions that we were
having. It seems that we might be in
store for a dry summer.
A few words of advice: maintain good
soil moisture but be cautious not to over
water.
Don’t water in the peak of the day. Lots of
plants don’t like to have their leaves wet
overnight, so try to either water in the
morning or at the base of the plant. If very hot
conditions are expected, water in the days
leading up to the hot day, not on the hot day.
Now that we are at the end of spring and
coming into summer, soil temperatures are
now high enough that most things can be
planted from seed direct in the ground.
Things you should be growing from seed
include pumpkins, zucchinis, tomatoes,
chillies, beans, dwarf beans and of course the
same old regulars - lettuce, Asian greens,
rocket, carrot and beetroot.
But avoid planting things like broccoli,
cauliflower, brussell sprouts and cabbage.
In this article I thought I would focus on a
couple of classic summer veg that you should
have in the ground now.

Tomatoes
Tomato plants have
the potential to
produce huge amounts
of fruit that can
become
overwhelming. They
are so rewarding to
grow, and taste great!
Tomato plants are like
teenagers though, they
need lots of structure and constant discipline.
At the peak of summer the plant and the fruit
can grow very quickly. This means that
without some training you can end up with a
plant that more resembles a tangled heap on
the ground with rotten fruit hidden
throughout. A sturdy post, like a star picket, or
a strong trellis will hold several kilos of

tomatoes provided
you use gentle ties
like stockings. But
make sure you
check every couple
of days during the
peak of summer to
support new
growth by tying up
to your trellis or
post. Kangaroo
Valley is a fantastic place to grow tomatoes
because of our often very hot summers. To
get the best results from tomato plants,
grow in full sun, in well-drained soil , with
regular watering and protection from
poachers. A well-rotted mix of mushroom
compost in an elevated bed or mound is
ideal.

Cucumbers
What a wonderful
plant: this, unlike the
tomato, is like a
sophisticated early
twenties person. It
will get along fine in
life provide it is
given a little support.
There are plenty of
varieties out there, so
experiment and see
what you like. The
beauty of the cucumber plant is that it
doesn’t get too big, and will if given plenty
of sun produce
large yields of
cucumbers. They
do however need a
very solid
framework to
climb on, and
don’t tolerate
strong winds as the
plant can break
easily. I have used
an old bed frame
in the past as a

support. Be sure to pick the cucumbers smaller
rather than letting them get too big; don’t
worry they will keep producing. Cucumbers
are best started by seed, but can be purchased
as seedlings. When the plant’s leaves start
looking as though they have mould on them
you will know that the plant is nearing its end.
Apple cucumbers are best with rock salt and
eaten immediately, but my favourite is the
Lebanese mini-muncher.

Basil
The sweet
pungent
aroma of basil
is a wonderful
treat to have
in the garden.
Over summer
a wellestablished
plant can get
quite big in
ideal
conditions.
Basil is the
ideal plant to
grow with
tomatoes as long as you consider having to
make space to pick tomatoes. Basil can be
difficult to grow from seed as it needs a
consistent, very warm soil temperature to
germinate. So it’s best to buy it in seedling
trays and plant them out. Basil is susceptible to
snails when it is young, so make sure you use
some type of snail deterrent or pellet. The
plant loves rich, well drained compost soil. A
garden bed that has well decomposed heaped
mushroom
compost is ideal,
along with good
consistent
watering. It is
well suited to full
sun positions but
can tolerate a bit
of shade with less
growth to be
expected.
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Human interest stories,
news and happenings
from K.V. churches
Church of the Good Shepherd
In the spring school holidays the
church held a 'Super Holiday Kids
Day' for kids in infants and primary
school.
The kids who came along got dressed up
as super heroes or princesses.
So did the teachers!

Super boogerman with Flower Girl at kids day
The kids got to make toolboxes, braids and
paper mobiles, as well as play games and sing
songs. During the day the kids learnt that
Jesus is the 'ultimate superhero'!
A fun day was had by all.
We are hoping to hold another kids day in the
Easter 2014 holidays.
On October 20 Deryn Hayter (née Gardner)
and Paul Hayter brought their five month old
son Jack for baptism at our 10am service.
Deryn and Paul were married in the church a
couple of years ago.
It was a delight to baptise Jack and be a
continuing part of family life for the Hayters.
On Sunday October 27 an outdoor gospel
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service was held in our
church grounds as part of
the official programme
for the Kangaroo Valley
Folk Festival.
Gary Thomas is well
versed in the gospel
songs of southern USA,
and presented an hour of
gospel songs and
narrative with the expert
assistance of fiddler
Kelvin O'Connor and
talented guitarist and
singer Katrina Thomas.
Finally, we're in the
process of preparing
for both gingerbread
house making night on Thursday
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Super booger man with some of the kids

December 5 and Carols in the Valley on
Sunday December 15.
Both are family and adult
friendly events and we invite
you to come along and share in
the joy of Christmas.
December 25 is of course
when we celebrate the birth of
Jesus!
More on this and the word
'begin' from our church's
'believe, belong, begin'
message next month.
God bless,
Andrew Paterson
JJ and Leo strike a pose at Kids Day

PUBLIC NOTICE
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (within the Office
of Environment and Heritage) are conducting a 1080 fox
baiting program in the Kangaroo Valley and Budgong
areas for the protection of the Endangered Brush-tailed
Rockl wildlife and livestock. The baiting is conducted on
various private properties, NPWS estate, Sydney
Catchment Authority estate and vacant Crown land. All
bait stations in this program are permanently baited
throughout the year. This baiting will be conducting
using both 1080 buried baits and 1080 capsules in ejector
devices at the bait station locations. All properties being
baited are sign posted with the baiting dates and an
indication of which baiting methods are being used on
each property. Dog owners are reminded to ensure their
dogs do not wander as dogs are highly susceptible to 1080
poisoning.
For any further information please contact Melinda
Norton, or Juliet Dingle at the NPWS Highlands Area
Office, Fitzroy Falls on (02) 4887 8244.

Millie with her new mobile at church kids day
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Shoalhaven Entertainment Centre turns pink
research and early prevention
programs.
To assist in raising additional
funding for breast cancer
research, Shoalhaven City
Council staff hosted a number
of fundraising events in the
lead up to Pink Ribbon Day
Which took place on Friday 25
October.

The Shoalhaven Entertainment Centre
again demonstrated its support for
National Breast Cancer Awareness
Month by utilising pink external
lighting throughout October.
Breast cancer remains the most
commonly diagnosed cancer among
women in Australia with one in eight
Australian women likely to be diagnosed
with the disease within their lifetime.
With nearly 15,000 Australian women likely
to be diagnosed with breast cancer this year,
National Breast Cancer Awareness Month
aims to raise further awareness and funds for

Mayor, Joanna Gash said she
was encouraging local residents
to support National Breast
Cancer Awareness Month by
hosting a fundraiser or taking
part in one of the many activities taking
place locally.
“With seven Australians dying from the
disease daily, breast cancer will affect most
people in some form throughout their lives,”
said Clr Gash.
“National Breast Cancer Month and Pink
Ribbon Day offer the wider community an
opportunity to help raise funds to fight this
insidious disease.
“I would certainly recommend local
residents host a fundraising event through
October or purchase Pink Ribbon
merchandise as a means to raising further
awareness and funding.”

For more details on National Breast Cancer
Month and Pink Ribbon Day please visit
www.nbcf.org.au or
www.pinkribbonday.com.au.

ATM machine now available
Kangaroo Valley’s own

Open seven days a week from 6 am to 7 pm
The best fresh fruit and meat and grocery choice

Petrol, diesel, oils all at Nowra prices
Ice, firewood and prepaid phone credits
32 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577 phone (02) 4465 2025

Ben & Jerry ice-cream now available
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Little girls all in a row
If you came to the Country Fair at the
KV School last month you might have
wandered past my stall.
I've spent the past few months creating
things to sell: tutus and matching
crowns, bracelets and beaded bubble
wands.
I also stitched bunting flags, headbands and
what I consider my pièces de résistance, 12
different little girls' dresses.
If you've ever wanted a good reason to take
up sewing, this is it: it's great for your ego.
Seriously. People gush.
You'd think no-one had ever seen a child's
frock before, the way people have responded
to these dresses.
"You made this? Wow.
That's so great. You're so clever."
The fact is, I'm not particularly clever.
I can sew, but so can lots of people.
My dresses are cute, but they're not the best
pieces of stitching you've ever seen. (In fact,
there are quite a few dodgy bits.)
Most people's children have worn things that
have been better made and more original that
were bought from a shop. Any shop.
The reason people gush and compliment and
value my dresses is because they know me.
There's a relationship with the person who
made what they're buying.
It's quite likely that my dresses will be kept
longer and worn more than an equivalent
shop-bought piece of clothing, simply
because they carry more meaning and
personal connection than something that's

made in a factory by a faceless worker in
another country. In other words, by someone
we don't know. We all fawn over hand-knits
because we can see how long it's taken our
aunty or grandma or mum to put them
together.
But we scoff at and discard a knit we pick up
cheaply because we have no connection with
the person who made it.
Imagine if everything we owned was made
by someone we knew.
We would value every single item more.
We would discard little, and we would
probably own less.
Removing the human face from production
does us all a great disservice.
Creativity, art, craftsmanship and value is
forgotten in the unstoppable tide of
consumerism.
We buy more than we need and throw it out
all too quickly, ignoring the people behind it
all.
But the fact is, almost every single item we
own is made, or caused to be made, by
people. Real people with lives, dreams,
families, sweat and emotions.
It's almost impossible to return to the days
before cheap, mass-produced goods.
My small fight against the inevitable consists
of making my own, buying from people I
know and attempting to find out where my
stuff comes from.
I also do one other thing.
That is, to be mindful of the people behind
the things I use.
When I pick something up I think about the
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person who made it.
And, being a person who prays, I ask for
blessing on them and their family.
It's the least I can do in this world that loves
stuff, but ignores the humanity behind it.
Cecily Paterson

Melbourne Cup Luncheon
A fundraiser for
Children’s Medical Research
On Tuesday November 6
the Kangaroo Valley branch of CMRI
invites you to a champagne luncheon at
River Estate (opposite Pioneer Museum).

Time - 11.30am.
Cost -$35 per person
for two course meal.
Complimentary glass
of champagne or orange juice.
Bar facilities.
Sweeps, raffle, lucky door prize,
best hats competition,
best dressed competition.
Please book early as places
are limited to 90 persons.
Single and group bookings
by 25th October to Joan Good
Tel. 4465 1166
Looking forward to your company
and support.
Joan Bray

"We are not expensive....we just look that way."

Do you ever find yourself with an important call to make or receive on your mobile
phone but have no charge left in your battery? ...........................Who doesn't?
The solution?................ Ask our stores about the Mighty Purse
and buy or lay-by yours before they all go.
Stocks are limited and exclusive to Miscellaneum in this area.

Nowra 4422 6522

Gerringong 4234 3444

The Mighty Purse

Genuine Leather purse with built-in
Lithium battery.
- Charge the battery through your
computer's USB port
- Mighty Purse will re-charge your
phone twice before needing
re-charging itself.
- Room for your phone, credit cards
and money. 12 great colours.
- The Perfect Gift.
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Food for thought ...
Someone has to say it first, so here
goes – the first Tuesday in November
signals the day that stops the nation,
even if only for a few hours.
Melbourne Cup is just around the corner
and it is a great time to get together with
friends and celebrate in style.

Light, fresh and quick recipes will allow
everyone (including the host) to relax and
enjoy. Rather than finger food or a buffet, the
menu ideas below allow for a sit down meal
with minimum preparation and fuss.
Ask your friends to wear a hat or headpiece,
organize a sweep and have the television
ready for the start of the race at 3pm.
Living on the South Coast we have an
abundance of stunning seafood – this is a
great time of the year to plan a celebratory
menu based on local delicacies.
Rather than dessert, have a small gift bag with
locally handmade fudge as a parting gift
(great to nibble on, whilst rushing off to
collect the children from school).
Welcome your guests with a refreshing and
colourful cocktail, and some simple salmon
hors d’oeuvres.
Campari and Orange Cocktail (per guest)

Bistro One46
Café Bella
Harcourts
KV Collections
KV Fudge House and Ice
Creamery
KV Supermarket and
General Store
KV Getaways
River Estate
The Friendly Inn
The Gallery in Kangaroo
Valley
The Old Store Barrengarry

120ml freshly squeezed orange juice (blood
oranges work brilliantly); 60ml soda water
and 30ml Campari.
Mix all ingredients and serve in tall glasses
over ice.
For a mocktail, simply replace the Campari
with pomegranate or cranberry juice.
Oyster Shooters
200ml tomato juice; 50ml vodka (this can be
omitted if you wish to serve a non-alcoholic
version); 1 tbls freshly squeezed lemon
juice; 1/2 tsp Worcestershire sauce; 3-4
drops Tabasco sauce; 10 fresh oysters,
Lebanese cucumber (peel on), cut into thin
sticks; salt and freshly ground black pepper.
Combine tomato juice, vodka, lemon juice,
Worcestershire and Tabasco sauces in a
large jug and
pour evenly
into shot (or
small martini)
glasses. Place
an oyster and a
cucumber stick
in each glass,
season and
serve. (Makes
10 shots)
Salmon Rosettes
350g thinly sliced smoked salmon; 30
pumpernickel squares (commercially
available); 2 tbls Dijon mustard; 2 tbls white
sugar; 1 tbls white wine; ½ tsp coarsely
ground salt; ½ tsp freshly ground pepper; 1
tbls chopped fresh dill; 1 tsp horseradish;
finely chopped chives for garnish.
In a mixing bowl combine all ingredients
(apart from salmon) and whisk together.
Spread each piece of pumpernickel with
mustard sauce and top with a rosette of
smoked salmon. (Cut salmon into 2cm strips
and loosely roll each strip from one end to
the other). Garnish (sparingly) with chives.
(Makes 30 pieces)
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with Brenda Sambrook
Prawn Baguettes
20 slices baguette (1cm thick); 2 tbls
EVOO*; 2 tsp berry vinegar**; 1 tbls
mayonnaise; 500g freshly cooked, peeled
(and deveined) prawns; 200g cream cheese;
pinch cayenne pepper; finely shredded green
lettuce (iceberg is best for a little crispness);
1 tbls chopped fresh dill.
Slice baguette on an angle so as to get a
decent sized portion. Place slices in a single
layer on a baking sheet, drizzle (lightly) with
EVOO and toast in oven set at 200C for
approximately 15-20 minutes until they are
golden brown. Allow to cool.
Finely chop prawns (reserving two per guest
for garnish) and mix together with vinegar,
mayonnaise, cayenne and lettuce.
Generously spread cream cheese on toasted
baguette slices, top with prawn mixture,
sprinkle with dill and top each finished slice
with a whole (peeled) prawn (tail on if you
prefer). Serve two per guest. (Serves 10).
Champagne, sparkling wine or cool jugs of
iced water (infused with freshly sliced lime)
will add to the party atmosphere.
*EVOO – Extra Virgin Olive Oil
** Berry Vinegar is quick and easy to make wash 250g of fresh berries (strawberries or
raspberries work well with the prawn
baguettes) and place in a large jar. Cover
with 400ml red wine vinegar and tightly lid.
Allow to infuse for 3-4 days (store in dark
cupboard), strain well (and discard the
berries). If using blueberries, cut a little nick
in each berry to allow quick infusion.Enjoy
the day!
Brenda Sambrook
On a Tuesday in November,
The first one to be sure,
As the winner flashes past the post,
You’ll hear the thousands roar.
For never has there been a race
To catch imagination
Than the race that’s run at Flemington
The race that stops the nation!
Vivienne McCredie 1986

WANTED TO
PURCHASE
ENVIRONCYCLE
SEWERAGE SYSTEM
AIR PUMP
Proving to be popular
Ideal gifts for all year round

Available now at the businesses in the Valley listed above

Please contact
Chris Brangwin
44651955.
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Making good choices
by Dr Rosemary Stanton, nutritionist
Food packages currently tell you quite a bit
about what you’re buying, but when you’re
busy shopping, it’s possible you don’t have
time to read everything on a food label.
To make it easier to identify healthier
products at a glance, Health Ministers have
approved a simple star rating system for the
front of food packages. The system hasn’t had
all its wrinkles removed yet, but, barring
interference, it should be implemented within
the next year or two.
In the meantime, here are my views on
making wise food choices.

More than 5 ingredients?
I’ve long promoted the idea that few
packaged foods with more than five
ingredients are worth buying. A decent muesli
or a bag of mixed nuts and seeds will break
that rule, but I find it hard to come up with too
many other examples.
American author, Michael Pollan, has also
taken up the ‘maximum five’ ingredients
message.
Think about it: quality bread only needs flour,
yeast, water and salt. A good yoghurt will be
made with milk and appropriate bacteria.
Pasta is flour, possibly egg and water. Quality
ice cream needs only cream, milk, sugar, eggs
and vanilla.

Ingredients you can’t pronounce?
Many years ago, I also suggested that if an
ingredient sounds as though it’s something
your grandmother wouldn’t recognise, it’s
almost certainly something you don’t need.
I’d make an exception for some ‘good’
bacteria used to thicken yoghurt or buttermilk,
and there are some new single ingredient
items that may be new for our vocabulary.
Quinoa and chia seeds fit that exception. Both
are highly nutritious foods that are now grown
in Australia.

Additives?
In the US, once any food additive passes
government inspection for safety and gets
GRAS (generally recognised as safe) status, it
can be used in any food.
Australia has more safeguards and permits
many additives only in certain foods. This is
under the jurisdiction of Food Standards
Australia New Zealand (FSANZ).
Some additives can create problems for some
people. For example, sulphur-containing
preservatives may cause reactions in a small
percentage of those with asthma. Arguments
continue over whether MSG (monosodium
glutamate or additive 621) is problematic as
an additive when its natural presence in many
foods appears to cause fewer problems.
There is also evidence from studies in the UK
that some food colourings lead to behaviour
changes in certain children and I could go on
describing admittedly uncommon adverse
reactions to some food additives.

To me, the greatest problem with food
additives is that they make it possible for us
to consume so much junk food and drinks.
Colourings are a prime example. Would
kids be so fond of lollies, cordials, ice
blocks, many desserts or even sugary
breakfast cereals if they weren’t enticed by
the added colours? Would most people
devour so many savoury snack foods if they
weren’t heavily salted and artificially
flavoured?
In our concern over food additives, it’s also
important not to detract from the major
problems in the Australian diet – the
problems causing 68% of men, 56% of
women and 25% of children to be
overweight or obese.

Junk food
People fuss over diets with different
combinations of protein, fat and
carbohydrates. Forget the fuss. The real
problems are obvious.
One problem is the quantity we consume –
so many huge servings. And they’re getting
bigger with meal deals, two for one pricing
deals and all you can eat buffets.
Another major problem is junk food. In
Australia, 36% of adults’ kilojoules and
over 40% of children’s energy intake come
from junk foods and drinks. These items
contain a range of ingredients and additives.
We may be concerned about the additives,
but it’s ingredients such as sugar, starchy
fillers, saturated fats and salt that are major
problems. For adults, the quantity of alcohol
consumed is also a problem.

The best recipe
 Go fresh – fresh fruit and vegies.
 Go simple – basic grains such as oats,
sour dough breads that are left to rise

Cafe Bella
Breakfast and lunch
9.30 am till 2.30 pm
Thursday to Sunday
Dinner 6.30 pm
Friday to Sunday
B.Y.O
Private functions
Weddings
Outside catering
151 Moss Vale Rd
Kangaroo Valley

rather than
being pumped
with rapid
dough risers
(these change
the nature of the starch granules).
 Go smaller – start with a small portion, it
will often be enough, especially as there’s
little chance you won’t be able to find
food if your stomach begins to rumble.
 Go active – walk, cycle, swim and move
as much as possible.

A note on food safety
In Australia, government regulations set an
acceptable daily intake (ADI) or a tolerable
daily intake (TDI) for levels of chemicals or
residues in foods. Maximum residue limits
(MRLs) are also established, and set well
below what current evidence shows to be
harmful.
FSANZ has the job of assessing risk. Other
agencies also play specific roles. For example,
the National Industrial Chemicals Notification
and Assessment Scheme is in charge of the
safety of industrial chemicals and the ACCC
is involved in monitoring the safety of
compounds used around foods, such as
plastics.
Some of us criticise food regulators because
ADIs are based on assessing single substances
while interactions and synergistic effects of
exposure to various chemicals get less
attention. For many food additives, the safety
profile is assessed only for the particular
substance. Possible adverse effects that may
occur with other compounds in foods, or from
containers, or pesticide residues are ignored.
The safe ‘dose’ of many substances may
change when these effects are considered. 
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Bushwalkers relive Ulladulla’s seafront history
The day after the full moon rose as a
bright orange-red disc, due to the
smoke from the bushfires, seven
bushwalkers took the Ulladulla
circuit, an easy grade 6 km track that
shows the different aspects of this
fishing and holiday town.
The drive is just a little more tan an hour
from the Valley and it is usually quite
easy to find parking in Vincent Street.

place to sit and watch the fishing boats
come in (and it is a good place to pick up
some very fresh fish from the co-op).
However we just walked along the
shoreline, as the views were tinted with the
smoke, across the bridge and headed for the
walking track that would take us out onto a
headland.
There are some good lookouts along this
path, but my favourite section is the One
Track For All.

From there one takes the cycle/walking track
through the park, past the relics from an old
mill, down to the harbour.
I find this working harbour an interesting

This is a wandering path in two main loops
that was established in 1998 by the
Budawang people of the Dhurga language
group.
It is a cultural trail that looks at the long
indigenous history in the area, and the
history since 1788 is told from an
Aboriginal point of view; this perspective is
illustrated with relief carvings and
paintings, many by Noel Butler.
How interesting and humbling it is to stand

for a while in others’ shoes and see the
European way of life through their eyes and
culture.
When Fran and I did a recce here a few years
ago there had been a massive fire through this
patch of remnant coastal bushland, and so
there is ongoing restoration work, but the
four lookouts and the seats along the path,
which is pram and wheelchair suitable, are
ready for use.
From the headland we walked through
Conjola Street Reserve and down steps to
Collers Beach; it is possible from there to
walk along the rocks to a good children’s
(Continued on page 37)

Dave Rebbeck

EARTHMOVING CONTRACTOR
All earthmoving, landscape and road requirements. We specialise in these activities
 Roadworks  Drainage  Rock Walls  Irrigation Lines
 Fencing  Landscaping  Preparation for Road Sealing
and an efficient road broom

NEW

Caterpillar Mini Hydraulic
excavator (300.9D) Overall
width of only 730mm (2ft 5in

NEW

We supply
Road base,
Sand and soil

Caterpillar Multi-terrain Loader/bobcat
Rubber track bobcat
Extending dozer blade and tracks with buckets for
trenching (300ml, 450ml), mud bucket (800ml)

GIVE US A CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE ON

44 651 172 or mobile 0408 534 019 email kvearthmoving@gmail.com
We sell and deliver drinking water
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Men’s health by
Gerry North

The influence of individual internal
conflicts is often forgotten in couple
counselling.
George has been in a relationship with
Helen for 15 years.
They have great
domestic creature
comforts, good
friends, holiday a
bit and like the
company of others
but deep down
there is something
amiss.
Well maybe the
main problem is
not about them as a
couple, but more
about their own
unhealed personal
internal conflicts.
Helen was lied to
in a previous
relationship and
lacks trust.
George deep down feels he is not as capable
as others either at work, socially or at making
decisions.
George also had an alcoholic father who
verbally and, at times, physically abused him.

Bushwalker history tour
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Our internal conflicts and our partners
Helen had an over-protective mother who
was obsessed with the body functions of her
children and their cleanliness.
These secret and unresolved internal
conflicts are at play in their daily couple
relationship, without them being fully
conscious of it.
We all have different childhood experiences
that have made us the way we are as adults.
It stands to reason if these personal internal
conflicts are not healed, or put to bed, then
having them in the background will affect all
relationships at a base level – at home, at
work and at play.
If you are in a relationship and you consider
you have unhealed internal conflicts, then
maybe it is time to address these first in
individual counselling, before seeking
couple therapy.
You will feel empowered if you can clean
your own slate first before negotiating
changes in your relationship. In the end the
only person we can change is ourselves.
I often find in couple counselling one partner
wanting me to take their side to tell the other
they are wrong.
Couple counselling is not about finding

blame but more about negotiating new
pathways.
To do that partners need to reflect on the
value of their own decisions – are they really
the right ones all the time?
Personal therapy, to dilute the demons of our
mind, can change our behaviour in all aspects
in life.
It can make us happier at work, socially, with
our families and in our lives with our closest
life partner.
Gerry North is a couple counsellor and also
treats depression,
anxiety, panic
attacks, sexual
matters and
addictions.
Email:

gerrynorthcounsellor@gmail.com www:
gerrynorthcounsellor.com

For sale
Kayak 3.6 m B line 2 seater with 2 double paddles

$300

(Continued from page 36)

swimming place called the Bogey Hole, and
then onto Mollymook Beach, in order to make
this a full day trek if you wish.
We walked up some other steps and made our
way to the Princes Highway. Looking both
right and left, when traffic allows there is then
a quick run across the highway to a rough
track given the grandiose name of Millard
Street.
At the end of this track walk across a
footbridge and turn left onto another cycle/
walkway and follow Millards Creek, where
on our Sunday we were grateful for the cool
moist rainforest through which we then
walked.
There are signs telling the walker of the work
the local bushcare group is doing to maintain
this area of rainforest, which must be quite
difficult as there are now houses on both sides
– how Ulladulla has grown! Be conscious that
this is also a bicycle way: I was walking
along waxing lyrical about the lovely bellbird
I could hear in the trees above when in fact it
was two bike riders politely trying to get past
me.
We ate our lunch at some picnic tables in the
shade and marvelled at the old weir, built by
Richard Millard in 1854, where the creek
widened enough for him to build a tannery.
Very soon we were back in the sunshine on
Vincent Street where we had started.
Lee Sharam
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Canoe 4.6 m x 1 m beam with paddle 3 seater

$500
Call Werner 44 651 058

JINDYANDY ANTIQUES

www.jindyandyantiques.com.au
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Travelling the route of The Silk Road.
An adventure in history with Ian Chambers
Valley of the Eight Bulls, Goat
Polo and Camels
Our next move was to a different
valley, equally stunning, and on the
other side of the world.
Far from the magic of Kangaroo Valley,
but equally compelling.

We move through the desert and up to the
mountains, to the horses and yurts of the
Turgistani people.
We are in the Valley of the Eight Bulls, high
up in the Turgish mountains.
We've travelled more than 5,000 km now,
though the crumbling ruins of ancient cities
and the soviet era in Georgia, the amazing
white marble city of Ashagabat and a
journey to the centre of the earth in
Turkmenistan, and the famous silk road
cities of Khiva, Bukhara and Samarkand in
Uzbekistan.
This has been a trip of contrasts, from the
crumbling ruins of soviet factories to the
wealth of this emerging energy-rich region,
with corporations and countries vying for
position in what continues to be the Great
Game of Central Asia, to the magic of the
mountains. OnePlanet2020.blogspot.com
Ian Chambers

First view of the Valley of the eight bulls

Qh no! Tourists taking more photographs

Let’s do the two headed camel trick then

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
2 TILL 4 PM

Ian! At home in the saddle; back home at last

Penelope and her new friends
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The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley

Spring - Summer range of affordable hand made jewellery

Oil on
board
by
Larraine
Hahlos

Ebbing
Tide

$495
The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley
149 Moss Vale Road
Open 10 am till 4 pm each day.
thegallery@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 44 651 621
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Riparian wildlife
Garry Daly, ecological consultant,
addressed members of the Kangaroo
Valley Environment Group and
volunteers, following a working bee to
care for young trees planted by our
schoolchildren in July. Garry was
invited to tell us about the native
animals that live along the bank of the
Kangaroo River.
Garry highlighted that the platypus are
common in the river. They eat small
aquatic invertebrates and the good
quality and high flow rate of the
Kangaroo River means there are plenty
of invertebrates to support the
population. The best time to see platypus
is early morning or in the evening.

Platypus are in good numbers in the river
Insect eating bats are also common and
account for about a third of the species of
mammals found in the area.
The threatened fishing bat is an interesting
creature, which gets its name from hunting
for insects and drinking while swooping close
to the water surface.
Garry has recorded five different species of
micro-bats (insect eaters) along the river.
The bat that swoops on tennis balls during
night-time tennis is probably the long-eared
bat. Micro-bats roost in crevices in the older
river oaks or hollows in living and dead trees.
Riverbank forests have a very wide variety of
birds because of the many different habitats

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

present. Most birds in the Valley would visit
the river regularly especially for drinking
during dry times.
The shortage of large old eucalypt trees and
their hollows means that nesting sites are in
short supply.
The clearing of privet has removed some of
the nesting sites for smaller birds.
Garry’s talk was frequently interrupted by
the song of Rufous Whistlers flitting
between the eucalypts planted over the last
10 years by Valley schoolchildren.
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able to recognise the sounds of frogs in their
neighbourhood.
In discussing feral pests, Garry mentioned
carp, mosquito fish Gambusia holbrooki,
foxes, rats and feral cats.
When asked what or what else Landcare
should be doing along the riverbank, Garry’s
advice was to continue planting especially
shrubs and spiky bushes (for the small birds
to nest in) and to think about installing
nesting boxes.
Animals that most needed replacement
denning sites are micro-bats, the sugar glider
and smaller parrots.
Peter Stanton has nesting box designs for
these creatures but they are also available
commercially.
Keep an eye out for a nesting box near the
river at a site near you… Probably soon.
Any queries, email to
kangaroo.valley.environment@gmail.com.

A Gippsland water dragon

Feral Pest control

The Gippsland water dragon is a common
lizard that lives along the water’s edge,
especially familiar for people who canoe
down the river.
Most of the water dragons we see are
females who are more common than the
larger black-chested males.
Often, the first sign of them is the splash as
they seek shelter under water.
Frogs are remarkably common along the
riverbank, and in wet areas, dams and
billabongs.
The more common ones in this area are the
striped marsh frog Limnodynastes peroni,
Lesueur’s frog Litoria lesueurii, Leaf-green
stream frog Litoria nudidigitus and the
translocated native Dwarf Tree Frog Litoria
fallax Frog numbers boom and bust
according to the weather and the
characteristics of individual species.
Each species seems to have its own specific
requirements for survival.
With a little effort, most people should be

In the past month, Bob Brewster had 12 bait
stations open, with a total of 21 baits laid and
seven baits taken.
Greg Thompson had two bait stations
operating and had two baits taken.
Several other landowners were also baiting
above Wattamolla and Upper Brogers Creek,
but their results are not available.
So hopefully with at least nine baits taken,
this puts a small dent in the local fox
population.
At the same time, two people with chooks (on
Kangaroo Valley Road and Walkers Lane)
had a number of chooks taken.
Baiting and trapping were tried with no
success.
Dean Bagnall was called in and shot three
foxes in seven days between Wattamolla
Road and Moss Vale Road.
Brogers Creek Landcare will organise a
follow up fox shoot session with Dean on the
lower Wattamolla properties during
November, and then another month of baiting
in six months’ time.
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Star struck
by Gerard Keyser

There's been a lot of interest in the
media about Comet Ison (no relation to
the local hardware shop), so I thought
it timely to bring readers up to date.
This comet was discovered in September
2012 on images taken with a telescope
that makes up part of the International
Space Optical Network (hence ISON).
At the time of discovery it was making its
way toward the Sun from beyond the orbit of
Jupiter, approximately one billion kilometres
away. Fifteen months later, the gravitational
influence of the Sun will see it pass within 1.8
million kilometres (0.012au) of the "surface"
of the Sun or the visible photosphere.
So if a comet travels 998 million kilometres
in a year then it must be moving at
113,000km per hour!
Coming this close means that Comet Ison is
known as a "Sungrazer".
It is not impossible that a comet passing this
close to the Sun can actually be drawn off
course by the massive solar gravitational force
and consumed.
There is a fabulous video from the Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory that shows a comet
diving into the Sun.
In your internet search type "NASA captures
comet hitting the Sun" and you'll find many
links to the images.

Comet Hale Bopp over Joshua Tree in California, 1997
Photo by Wally Pacholka - Astropics

with the full Moon at that time and morning
twilight begins very early in late spring.
So in this case it's one for the true believers,
but the comet may be as bright as the stars in
Crux (the Cross) at around magnitude two,
and that means it can be easily seen by the
naked eye so I'll be making some early
morning trips up to Tourist Road to look out
over
Shoalhaven
Heads.
Astronomers
have long ago
learned to
moderate their
expectations of
what sort of
show we may
see from a
comet.
Predictions are
largely based
on how close
they expect the
comet's orbit to
bring it to the
Sun. Comets
are generally
Comet Ison from the Hubble Space teelescope
described as
dirty ice balls
Comet Ison, however, is expected to remain
or icy dirt balls and that is literally all they
intact as it passes around the Sun on
are, varying in size from about one to ten
November 28th and put on quite a show for
kilometres in diameter.
people in the northern hemisphere.
As a comet approaches more closely it
For us south of the equator we will need to
literally begins to melt or sublimate and fine
look for the comet in the eastern pre-dawn
skies from the middle of November onward in
the constellations Virgo and Libra.
For those of you that recognise the claws of
Scorpius as it dives toward the western
horizon in the late evening, you have to
imagine that the comet will round the Sun
about the time the Sun is "in the claws" of the
Scorpion.
We have no hope of seeing the comet when it
is that close to the Sun so we must look before
it gets there! Sadly, we also have to struggle

particles of ice and dust stream out behind in
tails that can be 1.5 million kilometres long.
Behind is not really the correct term as there is
no real friction in space and the tail is really
being pushed away by the solar wind, so a
comet’s tail will always point away from the
Sun regardless of the direction of its orbit.
The bright visual tail is the light of the Sun
being reflected off millions of tiny particles of
ice.
Somewhat unknown is the true chemical
makeup of comets, but this is becoming clearer
with space missions such as Deep Impact that
fired a pure copper projectile into Comet 9P/
Tempel and analysed the resulting plume of
matter.
Some astronomers theorise that much of the
water on Earth is the result of continuous
cometary impacts in the early life of our solar
system, when there was much more cosmic
debris to be swept up as the Earth orbited the
Sun.
As for the dust itself, these tiny particles
remain orbiting the Sun, and occasionally the
Earth in its orbit will pass through the invisible
trail and we will experience a meteor shower.
The evidence for much more debris in space
millions of years ago is plainly visible on the
surface of the Moon, which no longer appears
to sustain many new impacts (not large ones
anyway).
From my reading it appears that the
appearance of naked eye comets is becoming
less frequent over recent centuries. In my
(Continued on page 50)

SEEKING ACCOMMODATION
ON ACREAGE FOR ONE
For rent or caretaking

0400 647 411
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The Sports
Report
Kangaroo Valley Golf Club
Saturday 28 September was not only the
September medal (stroke) round but was
also the Championships qualifying round.

The medal and places were awarded on
the nett scores but the gross scores were
used to decide who were to play in the
Sunday Championship semi-finals.
Natalie Gane won
the Ladies Stroke
competition with a
nett 72, Di Buckley
was second with a
nett 74 and Suzie
Wright took third
spot, on a
countback, with a
nett 79.
The winner of the
Men’s Stroke
competition and
also the September
Medal was a hard
fought game
Natalie Gane and Suzie between Andrew
Housden and Peter
Wright ready to play
Dumbrell, both
their Semi-final

Enjoying the BBQ Lunch after the morning Championship's qualification round
with excellent nett scores of 69, Andrew
winning on a countback.
The rest of the field was a long way back
with Peter Hughes taking third with a nett
77.
The Championships semi-finals were played
on the Sunday morning with the final in the
afternoon. Suzie Wright won the Ladies
Championship, David Cochrane the “A”

Grade, Ray Michelsons “B” Grade and
Andrew Housden “C” Grade.
The October long weekend was great for golf,
resulting in some very good scores, and a
there were also a good number of visitors
playing in the Stableford Competitions.
We were able to have both Men’s and Ladies’
(Continued on page 45)

FOR ALL YOUR RURAL CONTRACTING REQUIREMENTS
Hay and
Silage
sales

44 651 177

Direct drilling
Ploughing
Slashing
Weed spraying
ChemCert
accredited

Geoff and Tania Sharman
Geoff 0409 289 122

Tania 0409 289 123

Consulting
Property
management
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Competitions on the Saturday and Sunday and
a combined comp. on the Monday.
A visitor, Denise Hanlon, won the Saturday
Ladies competition with 39 points, Tereyne
Grant was second with 38 points and Suzanne
Greer was third with 36.
Andrew Housden continued his good form,
winning the Men’s comp. with 39 points, Brad
Innes was second with 37 points and Steve
Atkins took third place on a countback.
The Sunday was a great day for the visitors
with them winning both the Ladies’ and
Men’s Comps.
Denise Hanlon won the Ladies’ with 39
points, Suzie Wright was second with 38 and
Tereyne Grant third, on a countback, with 35.
The course obviously suited Matthew Orr as
he won the Men’s Competition with an
excellent 41 points.
Robbie McDonnell was second with 40 points
and Paul Dewhurst, another visitor, was third
with 36. Andrew Housden won on the
Monday with a great 41, Brett Morris was
second with a 38 and Rachel Underdown was
third with 35 points.
Andrew Housden won the best two rounds
competition with a total of 80 points, Denise
Hanlon, a visitor, was second with a total of
78 and Teryne Grant third with a total of 73.
Saturday 12 October was a Par competition
which was won by David Cochrane who had a
+4, Andrew Housden - there’s that name
again - took second spot with +3 and Sheila
Young third, on a countback, square with the
card
Until next time.
Seventy Plus

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Bowls update
Since my last report the following is
worthy of reporting: last Wednesday
Ian Parr and Ian Cartwright advanced
to the final of minor pairs
championship with a narrow 16-15
win over Slim Ward and Tom
Froggatt.
The two Ians held the whip hand
throughout most of the game but Slim
and Tom fought back to create a
gripping finish.
On the next rink Ken Crocker, Mike Nichols
and Derek Raymond scorched home for a win
with an eight on the 16th end.
Derek was under pressure to take out the lone
opposing bowl and did so for a 20-18 win.
On one of the very windy Saturdays, Daryl
Atkins, Nick Nicholls and Terry Hayes
scraped home 22-21 against Barry Dunn,
Derek Raymond and Adam Rigney.
The winners peaked with a six on the 16th end
and then lost the final five ends for the
narrowest of victories.
On another social day during the month in a
close game Slim Ward and Dan Cole won 1712 over Brian Povey and David Armstrong.
The victors won 11 ends to ten and only two
points divided them after ten ends.
In a mixed triples game Bev Thompson, Liz
Kelly and Dan Cole squeaked home 17-16
over Cath Cole-Clark, Shirley Nichols and
Roy Kelly. Roy’s team came back with a

vengeance on the last end with five points to
almost claim the win.
All in all, apart from the high wind days, a
fairly pleasant month of Bowling with new
members welcome to Berry at any time.
The Biased one

The Friendly Inn
Village Garden
Join up and become
a member today
Please contact
peter@imaginal.com.au

FOR ALL YOUR EARTHMOVING REQUIREMENTS
Dozers
Graders
Excavator
Trucks

44 651 177

Rural roads
House/Shed
sites
Clearing
Horse arenas
Dam design
and
construction
Decorative
Rock work

Geoff and Tania Sharman

Geoff 0409 289 122

Tania 0409 289 123
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

The Village Green Nursery
Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and
Ornamental trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and
Hedging

Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice

Kangaroo Valley Security

Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

J. Brian. Davidson

Painter and Decorator

(35 years experience)
including Colour Consultation. Fully Insured.
Reasonable Rates Call Brian for free
quotation for work under $1000

0412 227 292

Does your home need a new look

All things gardens

I’m a painter with over 30 years experience.
I work all areas—no job is too small—and
guarantee the quality of my work.
For a free quote call Trevor
4422 4748
0407 107 494

New Look Painting
Lic. No. R90438

Design
Construction
Maintenance
Visit our website to see more, or email us

0439 456 356
www.deliciousgardens.com.au

info@deliciousgardens.com.au
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Electrical services and renewable
energy systems for your
home or business
Lic No: 46822C CEC Accredited: A3257263

P: 44 651 540
E:info@kangaroovalleysolar.com.au
www.kangaroovalleysolar.com.au

Mike and Cathy Gorman
MTA Member
Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089

John Wright
0411 619 179
email Wassa@shoal.net.au
Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley

All mechanical repirs

Call Warren 0438 418 198

Wrights Farm
Machinery P/L

4465 1030

Call Warren 0438 418 198 4465 1030
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Paul Obern Arborist Services
Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience
Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding,
Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction Clearing, Dangerous
Tree Removal – All Sizes
Call Paul Tel 44651391 or Mobile No 0403610236
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

• 24/7 Emergency plumbing
•All construction work
•Renovations and extensions
•No job too BIG or small
•All your plumbing needs

Call Dave on 0431-466-417
Lic No: 242026C
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Trivia for November will definitely take place.

Tuesday November 12, at 7-30 pm
at the Friendly Inn.
New players earn extra
points...we'll find you a team.
Let's make it a big one this month
for Alzheimers.
Info: Ken Novich 4465 2001
ken@miscellaneum.com.au

Kangaroo Landscaping
*trench digging, soil levelling
*post hole digging 100, 150, 200
mm
*Driveway repairs
*Tree / hedge planting
*moving mulch, soil, rocks
*Landscape work; retaining walls,
rock walls

Phone;

0439 456 356

Christopher Cook—Dental Prosthetist

“Pineview Cottage” 160 Old South Road, Bowral 2576

(02) 4862 1046
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
CARING, PERSONAL SERVICE
NO REFERRAL NEEDED - FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

Stephen 0406 344 820

Nathan 0414 713 353
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Community information
directory
24 hour crisis services
Police, Ambulance, Fire Brigade

000

To call emergency services from
a mobile phone with no network

112

Lifeline

13 11 14

Salvation Army Care Line

1300 363 622

Health Direct Australia

1800 022 222

Mensline Australia

1300 789 978

Rape Crisis Centre (NSW)

1800 424 017

Domestic Violence Line (NSW)
1800 666 463
Poisons Information Centre

13 11 26

Telephone Interpreter Service
(for speech/communication impairment)
1300 555 727
Beyondblue Info Line

1300 224 636

Counselling support
Suicide Call Back Service

1300 659 467

Salvation Army National Hope Line
1300 467 354
Sane Australia

1800 187 263

Parentline NSW

1300 130 062

Family Relationships Advice Line
050 321
Relationships Australia

1800

1300 364 277

Dads in Distress

1300 853 437

Grief support Line

02 9489 6644

Compassionate Friends
(Bereaved Parents and Suicide Survivors)
1800 671 621
National Association for Loss and Grief
02 6882 9222
Mental Health Information Service
1300 794 991
Association of Friends and Relatives
of the Mentally Ill (ARAFMI)
1800 655 198
Credit and Debt Hotline

1800 808 488

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Star struck
(Continued from page 43)

memory there seems to have been one or
two per decade in the latter half of the
20th century, but there is plenty of
historical evidence that comets with trails
stretching across the night sky were a
regular occurrence in the 19th and 18th
centuries, when some comet tails
stretched 150 degrees across the heavens.
In the 20th century only Comet HaleBopp in 1997 has achieved the signal
honour of being named a Great Comet,
remaining at naked eye brightness for a
record 267 days.
For the viewer not keen on pre-dawn
starts November is not the month for

Page 50

planet viewing.
Late finishing evening twilight means
effective observing is after 10pm and predawn twilight starts around 4am.
Jupiter is rising around 11pm so is not really
high enough until after midnight, and Saturn is
effectively behind the Sun until December!
Our only jewel is the blistering blue white
beauty of Venus, high in the western sky after
sunset for months now.
After 1st November, when Venus reaches
furthest elongation at 47° east of the Sun, it
starts to sink slowly toward the western
horizon where it will eventually become the
Morning Star in the new year.
Feel free to contact me regarding your
astronomy questions at
markab@westnet.com.au.

Residents save through Fridge buyback scheme
Shoalhaven City residents saved a
combined estimated $54,900 on their
residential electricity bills duing the
last financial year as a result of the
Fridge Buyback Scheme.
The popular NSW State Government
Fridge Buyback scheme encourages
the community to save money on their
power bills and help the environment
by getting rid of their second
unwanted, working upright freezers
and fridges.
The 2012/13 financial year saw local
residents provide more than 180 second
fridges through the scheme.
This equates to an estimated183 tonnes of
greenhouse gases saved from entering the
environment and the recycling in excess of
16 tonnes of metal.
Mayor, Joanna Gash said she was
extremely pleased to see so many residents
take up the scheme saying their actions
would have an ongoing positive effect on
the local environment.
“The Fridge Buyback Scheme provides
local residents with an opportunity to save

thousands on their future electrity bills while
helping the local environment,” said Clr Gash.
“The scheme saved a remarkable 8,375 tonnes
of greenhouse gases from entering the earth’s
atmosphere, across the State in the last
financial year.
“Second fridges are some of the biggest
energy users in the home, costing an average
of $300 a year to operate.”
“By removing a second fridge from the home,
local residents are saving themselves money
and having a long term positive impact on the
environment.”
Mayor Gash said the Fridge Buyback scheme
uses professional removalists to collect the big
old fridges and upright freezers.
The appliances are then professionally
degassed and the metals recycled.
The Fridge Buyback program provides
householders with a $35 rebate for second
working fridges or upright freezers collected
from their home, if less than six steps are
involved in the removal.
For more details or to make a booking
please visit www.fridgebuyback.com.au
or call 1800 708 401.

J. T. Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor
4465 1329 Mobile 0414 744 258

Gay and Lesbian Counselling Service
1800 184 527
Carers NSW

1800 242 636

NSW Rural Mental Health Support Line
1800 201 123
Veterans and Veterans Family
Counselling Service
1800 011046

CENTRELINK

13 10 21

Editor’s note
This list was compiled by Jennefer Hutton as
part of the work undertaken by the Seniors
Support group in the valley.

Reliable service,
excellent equipment, competitive quotes.
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Wot’s on in the Valley

Claim the date!

Special events November 2013

December 5 Gingerbread House making at
the Anglican Church
December 6 Late night shopping and
entertainment throughout the
village
December 14 Pantomime Snow White
KV Hall
December 15, 7.15pm - Carols in the Valley
Church of the Good Shepherd

November 5

CMRI Melbourne Cup in the Valley At River Estate

November 12

Triva at the Friendly Inn 7-30 pm

November 18

Official opening of the Sewerage Scheme

November 29

Agriquip John Deere Field Day at KV Hall

2014
Organisations are invited to use this page
to claim the date for any events they are planning,
so as to avoid doubling up and clashes

Monthly events

Weekly events

Mon (1st)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – David Smart 4465 1214

Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and
Highlands - 4423 5990

Mon (2nd)

Environment Group – 6 pm – The Gallery. Peter Stanton 4465 1688

Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 9 am

Mon (3rd)

A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Donna Parker, 4465 2170
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Workbee. Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
for confirmation and location of meeting place.

Mon
Tues

Tues (2nd)

Pre School Meeting

Tues (2nd)

Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7-30 pm Proceeds to Alzheimers Australia 4465 2001

Tues (2nd)

KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon Garth Chittick 4465 1367

Wed

Tues (2nd)

KV Pioneer Settlement Trust meeting 9 am to 10.30 am
Elaine Apperley 4465 2026

Wed

Tues (4th)

Lions Club. Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Thurs (2nd)

P. and C. Meeting – – KV School

Wed

Fri (2nd)

View Club General Meeting and Luncheon – 12 pm – locations as advised

Wed

Fri (4th)

Monthly Mingles. Bistro One 46 Moss Vale Road

Sat (last)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482

Sun (last)

Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140

Bi-weekly events
Wednesdays daytime twice monthly and Wednesdays (at night once monthly)
Guided meditation 6-15 pm to 7-45pm Patsy Robb 44 651 626 Mobile 0432 522 030
Thursday (1st and 3rd)

Tues

Wed
Thurs
Thurs
Sat
Sun

Men’s Group— 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056

1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
10-12 and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
44 651 364
Cuppa and kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Mass St Joseph’s 7 am
(NB No Mass on Fridyas)
Pioneer Museum Park Conservation
Group from 9am finishing about 4pm
Ph: Werner Bayer 4465-1058 and
Phil Scott on 4465-1968.
KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm
Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
The Friendly Inn 7 p.m
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact
44 651 364
Pilates KV Hall 1 pm—2-15 pm
Enquiries 44 651 958
1-3 pm Women's Care and share Anglican Hall 44 651 585
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 9 am
Anglican Church 4465 1585
8-30 am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $48 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
Send to Angus Kennedy, Distribution Office, P.O. Box 6860, Kangaroo Valley, email to nundora2@bigpond.net.au. or “phone 44651225
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
Preschool
P and C
Public School
Scots College
Anglican Church
Sunday School
Catholic Church

Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
Bianca Murphy 4465 1182
John Bond
4465 1182
Grahame Allen 4465 1089
Andrew Patterson 4465 1585
Jeanette Dumbrell 4465 2708
Parish Office
4423 1702

CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute Joan Bray
4465 1851
Lions Club
Jason Horton
4465 2222
V.I.E.W. Club Jan Cole
4465 2774
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock
4465 1357
Environment
Rosemary Johnson 4465 2197
Wildlife Rescue South Coast
0418 427 214
Wires
4862 1788
AGES and STAGES
Cubs/Scouting Gary Thomas
Cuppa and kids Cecily Paterson

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

EMERGENCIES
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Ambulance
000
Poisons
13 1126
Integral Energy
13 1003
Lifeline
13 1114
Fire
000
SPORTS and EXERCISE
Bushwalking
Fran Pritchard
4465 1599
Cricket Club
Hugh Sinclair 0435 001 294
Fishing Club
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
Frisbee
Mark McLennan 0439456356
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Hockey Club
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Pilates
Melinda Mangold 0404 483 680
Pony Club
Bronwyn Petersen 4465 2364
Rowing Club
Gerry Garrett
4465 1419
Tennis Club
Bruce Rodway
4465 1756

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
4446 1160
Rick
4465 1113
4465 1585 Alcholics Anonymous
Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew Fitzsimmons 4465 1482

If undelivered please return to :-
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C/O POST OFFICE, KANGAROO VALLEY 2577

The monthly community
newspaper of Kangaroo Valley
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Budgong Community Group

Alex Cooke 0418 440526
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367
FYRE
Karen Harrison 4465 1699
KV Arts Festival Denise Wright
4465 1963
K.V.C.A..
Barbara Woodney 4465 1117
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
K. V. Sustainable Land Management Group
Jan Johnson
4465 1593
KVRFS Captain David Smart
4465 1214
K. V. Show
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Osborne Park/Hall Jacqui. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Seniors Support Tony Barnett
4465 1800
Tourist Assn Brenda Sambrook
0407 466 890
Upper River Progress Assn
David Loneragan 4465 1364

Group Secretaries please check and update details
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